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Only brother Shan, Zhang Liang and Yang Yu were left in the dark hall. Zhang Liang also found a chair to 

sit down. He really didn't know what medicine Yang Yu sold in his gourd. 

 

"I'm afraid the business is not very good at night. "Yang Yu took a sip of tea and said that his posture 

seemed to be on an equal footing with brother Shan. 

 

"The whole county is my territory. Do you think business is good?" Brother Zou frowned. His business is 

really bad recently, but naturally he didn't admit it. 

 

"Yes? But as far as I can see, it doesn't seem like that. " Yang Yu replied that this time he came prepared, 

of course, he still had a lot to say. 

 

"Yang Yu, you want to drink tea with me alone. I'll give you a chance. If you have something to say, 

otherwise," brother Shan doesn't like beating around the bush. 

 

"I'll be straight. Murong group is the biggest tycoon in the city. It almost monopolizes the nightclubs, 

hotels, KTV, foot bath, bars and other entertainment industries in the city. Recently, Murong group 

began to attack our county. First, it established the Golden Age Hotel, which was against Lord Qin's 

binrugui Hotel, and then it established the golden age nightclub. It's on this street. It's obvious that they 

are coming for you. Murong group is also involved in the industry where you have the biggest interests. 

As far as I know, the sales of you and Mr. Qin have dropped by 50%. If this goes on, I'm afraid you're 

going to close down. " Yang Yu does not show mercy to brother Shan, but these are the truth. Murong 

group has launched a big attack on the county. 

 

Before, Murong group did not plan to develop to Yongjian county. That's because Yongjian county is a 

poor county. People can't even afford food. Where can they afford to go to nightclubs and bars? To put 

it bluntly, Murong group thinks that there is not enough oil and water here, so it doesn't disdain this 

land. 

 

However, Yang Yu offends Murong Fei and makes the plan go on again. Murong Fei can beat Yang Yu in 

private, or do something to make him go to jail. But he doesn't have any. He's not only not angry with 

Yang Yu about Xie Qiuqiu's behavior, but also asks Xie Tianshi to help open channels. It's really strange. 

 

"This is my territory. Anyone who wants to come here has to ask me first. I'll make it hard for him. My 

brother is going to crash tonight. Let's see how long he can drive? " Brother Shan is arrogant. If he can 

fight down, he will be able to defend. Here he is the home court. When the county magistrate comes, he 

should respect him by three points, let alone a businessman. 

 

"You must be mistaken, brother. There are two reasons why Murong group is so rich. First, the backing 

of Murong group is very strong. I guess it will be the mayor. Second, with the support of Bai Dao, it's 
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obviously not enough. We also need gangsters. They are wearing the same pants as the biggest gangster 

Black Hawk gang in the city. Because of the full support of black and white, Murong group can 

monopolize the dirty entertainment industry. In fact, everyone knows what Murong group is doing in 

private. It's nothing but pornography, smuggling guns, white powder and gambling. Now the three lines 

of officialdom, shopping malls and gangsters are unified, just like the iron triangle in the game. They are 

indestructible. With respect, they don't regard your third brother as an opponent at all. " Yang Yu 

doesn't need to look for much inside information at all. It's all obvious, although most of it was found by 

Qin Shuhe when he was investigating the owner of golden age hotel. 

 

Brother Shan was silent after hearing this. 

 

He has to admit that his gang is not the same heavyweight compared with the Black Hawk gang. Besides, 

as the mayor is such a super backer, brother Shan has no way to take advantage of Murong group. 

Although in the past, it was just a fight, that's all. If we really want to fight, brother Shan's brothers will 

die clean. How can brother Shan You don't understand that? Although he was calm on the surface, he 

was more anxious than anyone in his heart. 

 

He can't do anything about Murong group. The gangsters can't kill him, but the white ones can't. the 

mayor said casually that there was a special police in the county. Brother Shan's hard work in the past 

few years will come to nothing. 

 

"What do you want?" Brother Shan asked. He still didn't know what Yang Yu wanted to say. 

 

"In fact, the province has always wanted to take advantage of Murong group, but the unification of 

white and black merchants and the unification of the three branches of Commerce and the 

establishment of iron walls have made it impossible for them to overcome the difficulties. Brother Shan 

wants to defend his own interests. He can't rely on himself. " Yang Yu fell off brother Shan's appetite 

first. 

 

"In your opinion?" Although brother Shan felt very shameful, now his brother's life was in his hand, so 

he had to put down his identity as the boss. 

 

"So brother Shan not only needs to find a white way to compete with the mayor, but also a business way 

to compete with Murong group in terms of assets. With brother Shan's own strength, he can also realize 

the unification of black and white businesses. Only in this way can he fight against Murong group." It's a 

pity that Yang Yu won't be a military adviser. 

 

"Ha ha, it's full of jokes. Where can I find them?" Brother Shan finally sees that Yang Yu is full of 

boasting. If he can be so hard, how can he use your Yang Yu to teach him? Get the governor, get the 

telecom, don't you just kill yourself? 

 

But I'm just a group of small gangsters in the county. The biggest official can only find the county 

magistrate. What's more, the county magistrate hates his underworld so much that he wants to be killed 

several times? Besides, even if the county magistrate is close to him, he is just a county magistrate, tens 



of thousands of miles away from the mayor.The same is true of shopping malls. Murong group is already 

the largest group in the city. How can we find a counterbalance? 

 

"I don't know if brother Shan has ever heard such a story? A father matchmaker told his son that the girl 

was Bill Gates' daughter, told Bill Gates that he was the vice president of the central bank, and told the 

president of the central bank that he was Bill Gates' future son-in-law. We can follow suit. "Said Yang Yu. 

 

"How? "Brother Shan asked. It's obvious that he has been led by the nose by Yang Yu. 

 

"Since ancient times, the mayor and the Secretary of the municipal Party committee have been fighting 

incessantly, so we have to find the Secretary of the municipal Party committee as our backer. I will go to 

Lord Qin and say that brother Shan has found the Secretary of the municipal Party committee as the 

backing. Then I will go to the Secretary of the municipal Party committee and say that brother Shan has 

united with Lord Qin and hopes to cooperate with the Secretary of the municipal Party committee to 

help the Murong group and the mayor. "Yang Yu explained. 

 

"Ha ha, Yang Yu, Yang Yu, you are daydreaming. With the scale capital of Lord Qin and me, how can the 

Secretary of the municipal Party committee look up to you? "Brother Shan is obviously not an idiot. He is 

only the biggest in the county, and Murong is the biggest in the city. The strength of gangsters and 

businessmen is too poor. How can the white way, the Secretary of the municipal Party committee, get 

into the water? 

 

Isn't that looking for Yan? 

 

"It's our business way to deal with Bai Dao. Don't worry. I'll do it myself. "Yang Yu said mysteriously. 

 

In the end, Zhang Liang didn't say anything. He couldn't get in his mouth. He didn't expect to see him for 

six years. Yang Yu has matured so much that he is no longer the impulsive teenager who fights and kills. 

 

"What do you need me to do? "Brother Shan knows that he won't pick up a bargain for nothing, and 

Yang Yu won't help him for no reason, but Yang Yu still doesn't mention the interest relationship. 

 

"It's going to be a protracted war. It's not only about wisdom strategy, but also about capital. Who can 

afford it more? Lord Qin is dying, so it's far from enough to rely on his capital. So I need you to help me 

build up my industry. "Yang Yu finally said the most essential purpose of this underworld trick. 

 

Let your own food basket get through with the biggest underworld in the county first, then unite with 

Mr. Qin, the businessman, and finally bind with the Secretary of Baidao municipal Party committee to 

form a new united front of black and white businessmen. Then you will sing all the way and be 

indestructible. 

 

However, for Yang Yu's own interests, after all, it is his own basket. Today, I'm still a baby in the womb. I 

can't say whether I can be born or not. It's absolutely impossible to rely on Xie Tianshi. I have to be 

bigger, but on the way to bigger, I can't do without the help of the underworld and the white way. 



 

Yang Yu took this opportunity to make preparations in advance, which is really wonderful. 

 

"Ha ha, you said so much, I finally understand. It turns out that you want us to make wedding clothes for 

you. You are just a white wolf with empty hands. "Brother Shan is not stupid. He doesn't know what 

industry Yang Yu has? He's a vegetable farmer. Now, it's really fantastic to let myself, Mr. Qin and even 

the Secretary of the municipal Party committee come forward to help him start his own business. 

 

Yang Yu can think of it. The abacus is crackling. 

 

Zhang Liang finally understood Yang Yu's good intentions. 

 

"That's all I'm talking about today. It's up to you whether brother Shan will cooperate with me or not. I 

have to talk to Mr. Qin about the past and build up my green food industry. Anyway, there is no conflict 

of interest between the entertainment industry of Murong group and me. I just hope that the next time 

I see brother Shan, I won't drink anything. "Yang Yu has stood up, patted brother Shan on the shoulder 

and is ready to go. 

 

"Wait. "Brother Shan stopped Yang Yu. Yang Yu's vision and blueprint is a dream. If he succeeds, he may 

become the boss of the biggest gang in the city. Now, there is no way to take Murong group. 

 

Let alone go to the golden age hotel to make trouble, their people don't come here to smash the scene. 

Thank God, once there is a real frontal conflict, it will be bloody. This is not what the wily brother shange 

wanted. 

 

"Everyone comes out to make money. Who can't get along with money. "Brother Shan got up, turned 

around, patted his back and said with a smile," I cooperate with you. What do you need me to do? " 

 

" Kangyuan group. "Yang Yu said only four words. 
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Out of the oriental charm nightclub, Yang Yu touched the scratch on his face. It was really dangerous. 

 

However, he is still very satisfied with playing this card for himself. Now shange is a bomb in Yang Yu's 

hand. As long as we have this bomb, it is a deterrent force. But bombs alone are not enough. We need 

the Secretary of the municipal Party committee, who can string up all the brands. The Secretary of the 

municipal Party committee is the key to this smoke-free war. 

 

But Yang Yu is a farmer in the mountains. How can he tempt the Secretary of the municipal Party 

committee to take the bait? Yang Yu smiles and remembers a proverb: if Jiang Taigong is fishing, he who 

is willing to take the bait. The Secretary of the municipal Party committee will take the bait himself, 
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because he can't find the second person who dares to fight against Murong group in this city. 

 

Yang Yu is the only one. 

 

It was already half past four in the afternoon. 

 

When Yang Yu went to find Lord Qin, there were two things: one was the settlement of vegetables, the 

other was the unification of the three fronts of black and white merchants. 

 

At this point, binrugui hotel is still miserable. 

 

Han Jing saw Yang Yu come in at the first sight. 

 

"It seems that business is not very good. "Said Yang Yu. 

 

"Brother Yang, you haven't been here for a long time. "Han Jing is a little older than Yang Yu, but she 

goes to call her brother and still smiles. Obviously, her attitude has changed. It seems that she doesn't 

care much about what she did in the rental house last time. 

 

"I've been busy with the senior high school entrance examination this month. Now I'm free when I have 

a holiday. "Yang Yu replied with a smile. Thinking of the scene that Han Jingqiao was doing it with her 

boyfriend while talking on the phone that night, Yang Yu still felt excited. 

 

"You come to see Mr. Qin. As it happens, Mr. Qin is upstairs. Let me take you up. "Han Jing said, and 

didn't say much else. 

 

Now it seems that Mr. Qin is living a tight life in his office. 

 

Today, although Yang Yu and Qin have a good relationship, from the perspective of shopping malls, they 

are just vegetable suppliers, that's all. 

 

In fact, Yang Yu is very reluctant to drag Mr. Qin into the water. First of all, there is no chance of winning 

the battle. Mr. Qin can barely survive even if the hotel is in a recession. It's just a big deal to move the 

hotel. He doesn't have to fight against it until he dies. 

 

However, without Mr. Qin's card, there is no persuasion in either the underworld mountain elder 

brother or the Secretary of the Baidao municipal Party committee. With his own basket, people will only 

treat you as a joke, so they have to put Mr. Qin on the table. 

 

Of course, Yang Yu didn't tell us that he was involved in Zhang Jian's wife and the battle with brother 

scar. After all, it was a private matter and a disgrace. 

 

"I'm really sorry, Mr. Qin. I'll cut you first and then I'll take you down." Yang Yu said sincerely, seems to 

be apologizing. 



 

"Ha ha, you are so cunning. "Qin long saw through Yang Yu all of a sudden. It's obvious that he used 

three kinds of resources to be his resource envoy. Such a ghost idea would make Yang Yu think of it. It's 

really a response to that sentence: since ancient times, heroes are young. 

 

"I'm more and more skilled in chess, but I don't like it. ha-ha. "Lord Qin is still very happy. You know that 

Yang Yu's empty glove White Wolf just sold Lord Qin. Does Lord Qin count the money for him? 

 

But Lord Qin, like brother Shan, has to admit a fact: Yang Yu is very cunning. Although it's cheaper for 

Yang Yu, it may be true. 

 

"So I want to ask, does Lord Qin have any connections with the municipal Party committee? "Yang Yu 

asked. Mr. Qin has a hotel in the city, so it's impossible that it doesn't matter. 

 

But Lord Qin shook his head. 

 

"It's good that you are not familiar with the county magistrate, but I don't know the county magistrate 

very well." This time, Mr. Qin lied. Wang Zhongyuan, deputy director of the Municipal Health Bureau, is 

actually very familiar with Mr. Qin. He is also a backer. The hotels in the city can only be opened by him. 

 

Wang Zhongyuan is also a deputy department level cadre. He is quite familiar with the people of the 

municipal Party committee, but Lord Qin doesn't want to sell this big fish. You should know that this is 

his only backer, and he belongs to the mayor, not to the power of the Secretary of the municipal Party 

committee. No matter how you introduce him, it's not appropriate. 

 

Once Mr. Qin colludes with the Secretary of the municipal Party committee, although his position is 

higher, Mr. Qin does not want to take risks. He will die miserably like a wall grass. Yang Yu has nothing 

and can afford to lose, but he can't afford to lose. 

 

Therefore, what Lord Qin meant was that he hoped Yang Yu would work alone and not push bin Rugui 

hotel to the top of the storm. 

 

Naturally, Yang Yu doesn't know that in fact, Lord Qin is also a power of the mayor. It's only indirect, or 

even indirect. But Wang Zhongyuan has his own political position, which also represents Lord Qin's 

position. Of course, he won't follow the Secretary of the municipal Party committee. 

 

Yang Yu naturally recognized the meaning of Lord Qin, but it's also the same reason. The Golden Age 

Hotel opposite to Lord Qin has nothing to do with it. 

 

Yang Yu also understands Mr. Qin. Fortunately, it didn't go up to the Secretary of the municipal Party 

committee. Brother Shan is easy to talk about. Moreover, brother Shan knows that Mr. Qin is just a 

bargaining chip Yang Yu takes out to raise his value, but actually it doesn't play a big role.After leaving 

the hotel, Yang Yu regretted that he shouldn't reveal so much to Lord Qin. But since he played the card 

of Lord Qin, he had to say hello to him. Since Lord Qin has made clear his position, Yang Yu is 



embarrassed to stay and settle accounts in a hurry, so he leaves. 

 

"Where do you sleep at night?" Han Jing saw that Yang Yu was going to leave, and quickly came forward 

and asked. 

 

"Can I sleep with you? "Yang Yu didn't forget to joke. In fact, he was deliberately trying. Since Han Jing 

asked, he naturally had this idea. 

 

"No, my boyfriend will know." Han Jing is right and wrong. 

 

"I don't care. I'll sleep with you at night anyway. "With that, Yang Yu went straight away. As for whether 

to go at night, Yang Yu himself does not know, because it depends on the situation of the second sister. 

 

And the master Qin, looking at Yang Yu's back through the window, felt a little uncomfortable. He knew 

that Yang Yu was going to do a big thing, but he had no courage to go out, because he was old and just 

wanted stability. 

 

If Yang Yu wants to get through the road of secretary of the municipal Party committee, he must 

improve his green food industry, and now Xie Tianshi is in charge of all this. Therefore, he was not in a 

hurry to find a way to see the Secretary of the municipal Party committee. Instead, he first assisted the 

way. 

 

The first road has been paved, which is brother Shan. The second road is the one Yang Yu must pave 

tomorrow, Su Yan's road. 

 

After leaving Qin Ye Hotel, Yang Yu went to the vegetable market and bought some vegetables and pig's 

feet. Then he went to the supermarket and bought an induction cooker to cook delicious food for ER 

Mei. At this time point, the second sister should get off work soon, because the vegetable 

transportation usually goes in the morning and in the afternoon, but they all dare to go before dinner, 

so the second sister won't have to work overtime, that is, she has to get up early in the morning and get 

off work very early. 

 

So when Yang Yu arrived at the second sister's place around six o'clock, she was already off work. 

 

Seeing the room cleaned up and bought a lot of food, she was in a good mood and forgot about this 

morning. She was such a person. Her mood fluctuated greatly, but she also forgot quickly. 

 

Yang Yu knocked at the door. 

 

Of course, Li Yaxi thought that his cousin must have returned to the countryside. He thought that it was 

the fake girl who bothered him again. He wanted to open the door and scolded him. When he found out 

that it was his cousin, he lost his temper. 

 

"I bought your favorite pig's hoof, and my cousin gave it to you. "Yang Yu picked up the pig's hoof in a 



hurry. Of course, he came to please the second sister. 

 

Li Yaxi glanced at Yang Yu and remembered that he was forced to kiss him this morning. His anger rose 

again: 

 

"go away! Animals. " 

 

with that, he slammed the door. Yang Yu wants to cry without tears. As soon as he wants to knock on 

the door, the second sister's door opens again. She grabs the pig's hoof and induction cooker from Yang 

Yu and says: 

 

"you are not allowed to sleep here at night. You should find a place to sleep by yourself. " 

 

with that, he closed the door again. 

 

Yang Yu knocked several times, crying for Li Yaxi, but Li Yaxi was ungrateful. Yang Yu has no choice but to 

go to Han Jing. 
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Han Jing didn't get off work until ten o'clock. The hotel service industry must be very late. But it's only 

seven o'clock. I want to find a place to pass the time. 

 

Yang Yu thought of several names, but it was not convenient to find them. He had to find a small noodle 

shop and eat his dinner first. By the way, I took my mobile phone to play wechat. When I saw Su Yan's 

reply, I immediately understood it. 

 

"Then I should invite you to dinner and thank you." Of course, Yang Yu doesn't know that Su Yan's help is 

still in the middle. He only guessed that her father was the deputy director. He estimated that his 

principal's approval had gone up to him. Su Yan might have found it by accident, but it was also a reason 

to ask Su Yan for a date. 

 

Su Yan originally had a date tonight, but the sister stood her up. She was upset. 

 

"I have a big appetite. Be careful to eat you." Su Yan's attitude has changed. She plays a joke and wants 

to try to date Yang Yu. Anyway, she is idle, and her sisters are people who value sex over friends. No, I 

was seduced by a man again. 

 

"Eat so much, you are still so slim." Yang Yu praised that the first rule of chatting with women is to 

praise each other for being beautiful and slim, even if they are dinosaurs or pigs. Why? Because Bailey is 

harmless. 
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"Ha ha." Sure enough, Suyan felt much better after listening to it, and had a little liking for Yang Yu. If 

Yang Yu was more dedicated and reserved, maybe she would like it. After all, the black and thick one 

was there, and she didn't recommend her sisters to play. 

 

"Do you agree, tomorrow morning or afternoon or evening?" Yang Yu did not ask the other party 

whether he agreed or not, but directly asked the time and place. 

 

Su Yan thinks about it. She can't get up in the morning, but can only get up in the afternoon. She can't 

do it in the evening, because when her father comes home from work, he will ask where to meet 

someone. Like a bodyguard, Su Yan is bored. But it's summer. The sun is so fierce in the afternoon. It's 

definitely not good to be outdoors. She must go indoors and find a place with air conditioning and WiFi, 

such as Starbucks. 

 

"Afternoon, Yintai impression city. "Su Yan said that Yintai impression city is the most prosperous and 

luxurious place in the city. It is also the place she often goes with her sisters. There are all kinds of 

entertainment facilities. 

 

Yang Yu was immediately flustered. Is that the place where people go? Even if you eat an ice cream, it's 

thousands. Although this is a bit exaggerated, it can't cover up the capital era. 

 

However, it's rare to ask Su Yan out. Can we not go? She is the daughter of the deputy director of the 

Education Bureau. She is also a famous family. Can't you take her to the roadside stall? Eat pee balls? 

Squid kebabs? Although Yang Yu can really do it. 

 

If you can't catch Su Yan, you can't catch Wang Zhongyuan. If you can't catch Wang Zhongyuan, you 

can't catch the Secretary of the municipal Party committee. Yang Yu has to give some capital. 

 

"Yes. I'll wait for you at the gate at two tomorrow. "Yang Yu replied. 

 

"No, wait for me at Starbucks. "Su Yan replied. 

 

This date is so settled. Yang Yu has already begun to figure out how to seduce Su Yan and what style to 

use to seduce Su Yan. Pure? romantic? erotogenic? Bold and unconstrained? Or is it forced? Yang Yuqing 

is not pure, Su Yan has seen it, so Yang Yu decided to use romantic and gentlemanly style, tomorrow Su 

Yan this fish, Yang Yu must catch. 

 

After dinner, Yang Yu went to Han Jing's rental house and waited. He wanted to go back to the second 

sister's house again. He thought it over. The second sister's character was so violent that she was going 

to die. 

 

Yang Yubian chatted with all kinds of women. 

 

Nurse mm Qiu Yan, Xie Tianshi's secretary swallow, by the way asked Li Ranran's situation, and 

Shangtang middle school's female teacher Zhu Yan all talked a few words, but did not find Xie Qiuqiu's 



sisters, Yang Yu was still very fond of Xie Qiuqiu's next door neighbor Su Xinqi, who was taken care of. 

Although she was taken care of, the beauty was beauty after all, not to mention Yang Yu had never been 

taken care of I've dried the tender mold. 

 

Yang Yu wanted to make an appointment with these women, but he really didn't have the time. He was 

tired running together in the county town. The county town had no place to live. Every time he came, he 

would stay overnight. This woman slept that night, and that woman slept that night, just like a tramp. 

 

Now, the whole summer vacation, Yang Yu is only ready to do one thing, to get the company up and on 

the right track. 

 

Later, when he was the village head and the headmaster, he must be very busy. However, no matter 

how busy he is, Yang Yu always feels that the life in yunu village is different from that in the city. The 

state, freshness, being in nature and melting in nature feel like his soul has been washed. 

 

"Are you really coming?" Han Jing finally appeared in front of Yang Yu at 9:30. 

 

"You think I'm kidding. "Yang Yu said cheekily. 

 

"Do you treat me as a hotel or a whorehouse?" Han Jing didn't say the last two words. She wanted to 

say: be a whorehouse? 

 

"Sister Han Jing, please stay here. Look, I bought you some delicious desserts." When Yang Yu passed 

through the buoyancy forest, he bought a small cake, of course, to coax Han Jing. 

 

"I want to stay overnight with a piece of Matcha cake, naive. "Han Jing stares. Although she says so, she 

doesn't mean to drive Yang Yu away. Instead, she takes out the key to open the door. 

 

"Of course not. Sister Han works so hard at work. I'm sure I can also help you massage, rub your back 

and help you.""Stop. "Han Jing interjected. The more she said that, the more outrageous she was. 

 

In fact, Han Jing is lonely and lonely, which is more terrible than Li Ran. Li Ran has at least a family, a 

husband and friends. But Han Jing is not like this. Her high school is not in this county, but in other 

provinces. Her relatives are all in the countryside. Let's not mention her junior high school classmates. 

So here she has no friends, only her colleagues. 

 

But the relationship with her colleagues is not good. She is too strict and works too hard. Only the boss 

appreciates it and creates value for capitalists. So Han Jing goes to and from work alone. She sleeps in 

the morning and gets off work at ten o'clock in the evening. It's just a town here. She has no social circle 

at all. Her life circle is very narrow. 

 

Although there is a boyfriend, it's just a shield for her to get rid of the emptiness and loneliness. The 

boyfriend is in other provinces and never comes here to see her. Frankly speaking, he is a netizen. That's 

all. He cooks porridge on the phone every day and chats on wechat. He is well-known and can't help Han 



Jing's lonely life much. 

 

Because of this, Yang Yu is also vicious in character. When she first went to a hotel to sell her dried plum 

vegetables, she was insulted. In fact, it was not that she wanted to target Yang Yu, but that she just 

wanted to vent her dissatisfaction with life. 

 

As a result, Yang Yu was raped that night after staying in the last rainstorm. 

 

But Han Jing didn't blame Yang Yu for this, because suddenly there was a man in her life, which was not 

so boring. Love was really a long time since she was done by a man. She was hungry and thirsty. When 

Yang Yu raped her, she was very satisfied. 

 

So, when I met Yang Yu today, I asked him if he had a place to sleep. On the surface, the reason I gave 

myself was that Lord Qin let me seduce him. On the contrary, the reason I gave myself was that I wanted 

to find a man to accompany me. 

 

It is obvious that Yang Yu is not a fool. Although he does not know that in order to find a good son-in-

law, master Qin specially orders Han Jing to test Yang Yu. Unfortunately, Han Jing not only has an affair 

with Yang Yu, but also his daughter Qin Shuhe doesn't like Yang Yu. This is beyond master Qin's 

calculation. 

 

It's all fate. Yang Yu is destined to have nothing to do with Qin Shuhe, even with a lobby manager like 

Han Jing, who is far more predestined than Qin Shuhe, who is the president. 

 

"You can only sleep on the floor at night." Han Jing was very tired. After that, she went to bed to have a 

rest. 

 

The room is clean and tidy, which is much better than the second sister. 

 

Yang Yu saw the bed chest bulge, legs apart, immediately was caught up in the bath fire, quietly past, a 

rushed to Han Jing's body. 

 

"Why? Get out of here. "Han Jing was startled to see that Yang Yu suddenly rushed to press on him and 

pushed him with both hands. 

 

"Take a bath together." Yang Yu said with a smile. Looking at Han Jing who was pressed by himself, he 

felt the ups and downs in his chest and took a special look. 

 

"No, what does it have to do with you? "Han Jing retorts. 

 

"Fireman. "Yang Yu returned mercilessly. 

 

Pop! 

 



Han Jing slapped him, glared at Yang Yu and roared, "don't talk nonsense." 

 

With that, he went to find underwear and pajamas, ready to take a bath in the toilet. 

 

Yang Yu in Han Jing toilet did not completely close the door before, quickly took off his coat and pants, a 

stuck door, and opened the door, slipped in. 

 

Han Jing, obviously not willing to see, hands to push Yang Yu, can not push, had to curse: "smelly 

hooligan, get out quickly, I want to take a bath." 

 

Instead, Yang Yu locked the door and hugged Han Jing with both hands. He said with a smiley face, "let's 

wash together." 

 

"Go away." 
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The bathroom is very small. There is a toilet, a sink, a shower and a mirror. There is nothing left. 

 

"Get out of here." Han Jing goes to push, but her hands are on Yang Yu's chest. It's very strong and 

manly. She can't help but feel some spring. 

 

"It's just a shower together. Shyness." Yang Yu tries to persuade him. Even if he can't persuade him, he 

will be a hooligan. This bath will be settled together. 

 

"Why do I wash with you? You're not my man." Han Jing said that she hasn't bathed with a man yet. 

 

"Take off your clothes." Yang Yu forced Han Jing to come: "if you don't take it off, I'll take it off for you." 

With that, Yang Yu began to take off Han Jing's clothes by himself. 

 

Han Jing of course struggled, while shouting goodbye, while the body rolled up, do not let Yang Yu take 

off his clothes. 

 

Yang Yu simply forced to pull up Han Jing's clothes, and forced her clothes to pull up. It's summer. I don't 

have enough clothes. Once I drag this coat, I'm left with a bra. 

 

"Do you want the bra or do I?" Yang Yu goes to the back button and begins to untie it. Han Jing quickly 

dodges and leans to the corner of the wall. The space is so small that Yang Yu gets stuck at the door 

again. Han jinggen has no place to escape. 

 

"Asshole. I knew I wouldn't let you in. " Looking at Yang Chuyu's innocent face, ha ha. 
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Yang Yu did not answer, but looked at Han Jing affectionately, did not smile, nor fierce, very gentle, 

looking at the side of the mouth close to the past. Han Jing has no place to hide and doesn't want to 

hide. She looks at Yang Yu's face. 

 

Then, Han Jing's mouth was sealed. 

 

Yang Yu kisses very gently and delicately. Han Jing doesn't resist this time. Instead, she closes her eyes 

and kisses Yang Yu. She kisses Yang Yu very gently. 

 

Yang Yu raised Han Jing's chin and said with a smile like a master looking at a servant girl: "sister Han is 

so disobedient. It seems that I will take a naked picture of you for your boyfriend in the evening." 

 

"You're crazy." Han Jing scolded that she was defeated by Yang Yu. She was thick skinned and rogue. 

There was nothing she could do with him. 

 

"Take a bath soon. I have to sleep. I'm so tired." With that, Han Jing bent down, took off her trousers 

and threw them outside. Then she gave Yang Yu a white look and said, "I'll wash with you this time. If my 

boyfriend finds me, I'll die." 

 

Before long, there was a regular high-frequency sound and Han Jing's groan in the bathroom. 

 

That voice is really touching. 
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After wiping his body clean and drying his hair, Yang Yu climbed into the bed and got into the quilt. Han 

Jing also didn't sleep on a mat. It was also a sheet. Then she covered it with a blanket, which was very 

comfortable, soft and thick. 

 

Han Jing dried her hair, drank some water, climbed into the quilt, and directly fell on Yang Yu's chest. 

She glared at Yang Yu and said, "you're an asshole." 

 

Yang Yu smiles and asks, "don't you call your boyfriend tonight?" 

 

Han Jing knew that when she called, Yang Yu would play tricks like last time, so she said, "turn off the 

power at night." 

 

"It's a pity. I want to take a picture of you eating my brother and send it to your boyfriend." Yang Yu said 

with a smile. 

 

"To die, asshole." Han Jing gives him a hard look. 
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"It doesn't matter. Anyway, your boyfriend is a real name." Yang Yu wants to continue persuading Han 

Jing. 

 

"Of course not. Even if you are a boyfriend, you are better than you. You just treat me as a hotel." Han 

Jing also refuses, retorts. 

 

"I've come to accompany you every three to five. It seems that you haven't met your boyfriend now?" 

Yang Yu thinks that although he is not your boyfriend, although he is here to stay, at least I will buy 

something to see you and accompany you. 

 

"What accompany me, you just come to me to vent, treat me as what." Han Jing is a little angry. She 

doesn't know what she's angry about. Is she angry that Yang Yu regards himself as a fireman? Obviously 

not. She hopes that the relationship between the two people can be closer, not just the relationship 

between friends. 

 

"Then I'll live in your county, OK?" Yang Yu wants to take advantage of it. People are greedy. Yang Yu 

doesn't sympathize with Han Jing. It's just that Han Jing doesn't have any friends here, and he has few 

friends with Yang Yu. It's safe. For example, second sister, Yang Yu can't always go to sleep there. Even if 

second sister agrees, it's uncomfortable, because second sister won't love you. 

 

For example, Xie Qiuqiu and Yingying are just playing with you, and they can't get together because of 

their different backgrounds. As for Li Ranran, it's even more unrealistic. It's a young woman, someone 

else's wife. There is also a female secretary swallow, although it is OK, but people can see that she is a 

money worshiper. How can Yang Yu afford to worship her? What's more, it's just his card. 

 

The rest of the nurses, mm Qiu Yan, and Shangtang's female teacher, Zhu Yan, were all people who 

didn't write a single word. 

 

And Han Jing often wants to see him, because Yang Yu has contacts with Lord Qin, and he is not afraid 

that others will know that he is having an affair with Han Jing, because Qin Shu is impossible. 

 

So it's the most suitable place to choose a foothold in the county, Han Jing. 

 

"Go away, I'm not a hotel. Come and go as you like. " Han Jing is obviously not happy. What does it 

matter? There is no such relationship. 

 

Yang Yu knew that Han Jing would not agree, so he left a move. 

 

This is Yang Yu's most stupid move in his life. 

 

"Why don't we try to be lovers?" Yang Yu asked, it's very dangerous, because after all, he has a girlfriend 

in the countryside. It's two beds with one foot. Yang Yu wants to keep an ambiguous relationship with 

Han Jing, but Han Jing is obviously not willing to rely only on the relationship between artillery friends. 

 



"Who wants to be a lover with you? You don't mean it." Han Jing is a woman. She can feel this. Yang Yu 

just wants to vent her anger. She doesn't really like her. The feeling of loving someone is not what Yang 

Yu does to her. 

 

Yang Yu neither refutes nor agrees. Let Han Jing guess for himself. 

 

"Who let you treat me like that and trample on my dried vegetables, but after a long time, I found that 

you are still very good. We can have a try. " Yang Yu doesn't say that I like you. You should be my 

girlfriend. Yang Yu must use the word "have a try". To put it bluntly, he is shirking responsibility for 

himself. 

 

"Half a year ago, you still remember. How mean." Han Jing is naked lying on Yang Yu's body, this kind of 

feeling is very good, very warm, very safe, she needs such a man. 

 

"If you think I'm really just venting, I'll leave. You won't be a couple anyway. Well Yang Yu also sighed 

deliberately and emphasized it. It seems that he said: you see, what I want you to be my girlfriend is that 

you don't agree with me. Don't blame me. 

 

Yang Yu put this "responsibility" on Han Jing again. All he can say is, Yang Yu, you are too insidious. 

 

Yang Yu said that he was really ready to get up, but he was pressed down by Han Jing. 

 

"I have a boyfriend." Han Jing of course agrees. This is what she wants. But if she says it straight, she 

feels too direct and shameful, so she pulls her boyfriend out as a shield. 

 

"It's very simple. You get into the bed. I'll take a picture of your brother and send it to him. He will break 

up immediately." Yang Yu has another idea. 

 

"What." Of course, Han Jing is not happy. Although this boyfriend is dispensable, he can't hurt others for 

no reason. 

 

At this time, Han Jing's mobile phone wechat rang. 

 

Han Jing opened it and looked at it at random. It was a wechat message from her boyfriend. It said: I 

have a girlfriend. It's real. Let's break up.Han Jingqiang is suffering from heartache. Although she has no 

skin contact with her current boyfriend and no date, she has some feelings for sending messages and 

making phone calls together in the past six months. This sentence "is in reality" deeply hurts Han Jing's 

heart, as if all this had been foreseen. 

 

"What's the matter?" Yang Yu saw her subtle changes and asked. 

 

"Nothing. What did you say?" Han Jing held back her mood. Fortunately, Yang Yu was by her side at this 

time, otherwise she would cry. 

 



"I said if you don't agree to be my girlfriend, I'll go." After thinking about it, Yang Yu only said this. 

 

"It's not that sentence, the last one." Han Jing asked. 

 

Yang Yu turned his head to think about it, and said, "I said you get into the bed. I'll take a picture of my 

brother for you." Yang Yu didn't say "send it to your boyfriend". Although it's fun, we are all men. As the 

saying goes: why is it too urgent to fry each other. 

 

Who knows that Han Jing made an action that Yang Yu couldn't believe. Han Jing handed Yang Yu his 

mobile phone and said, "shoot if you want. Send it to whoever you want. " 

 

Yang Yu Leng is there, how does Han Jing suddenly change 180 degrees? 

 

"Why is it so good all of a sudden?" Yang Yu still can't believe it. 

 

"Are you my boyfriend?" Han Jing asked. 

 

"Of course it is." Yang Yu certainly admits. 

 

"That's right." Han Jing said, drilling into the bed. 

 

Yang Yu is still in a daze. It turns out that Han Jing's boyfriend is more comfortable than Li Ruoshui's. 

Yang Yu is proud of it. After a while, he feels that his lower body is contained by a mouth. Suddenly, he 

feels comfortable all over. 

 

Yang Yu takes Han Jing's mobile phone, turns on the camera, cheers up the quilt, and sees Han Jing in 

the quilt eating with relish. Yang Yu pointed at the camera and said with a smile, "look here. " 

 

as expected, Han Jing looked over with her eyes in her eyes and snapped. 

 

"It's pretty coquettish. "Yang Yu looked at the photo and said with a smile. 

 

Han Jing vomited out and replied, "you are the only one who is coquettish. If you were not my 

boyfriend, I would not eat you. " 

 

" do you like it? "Yang Yu asked. 

 

"Others don't like it, boyfriends like it. "Han Jing can really talk. 

 

Yang Yu was happy to hear that. 

 

At this time, Han Jing's mobile phone rang again. Yang Yu took it up and saw that the caller ID said: 

cousin. 

 



Han Jing gets out of bed and sits on Yang Yu. The whole person presses Yang Yu to answer the phone. 

 

Yang Yu is leaning against the wall, lying askew, then a hold up Han Jing's butt, his black thick on top of 

the go in, and then began to smoke up. This Han Jing to cool all want to go to heaven, involuntarily 

issued a hum hum groan. 

 

"Cousin, you're not having sex with your boyfriend, are you? "Asked the cousin on the phone. It seems 

that this cousin is very close to Han Jing, otherwise it is impossible to ask such an embarrassing question. 

 

"Oh, what are you talking about. "Han Jing replied. 

 

"Ha ha, I guess I'm right. When can I see my brother-in-law. "My cousin doesn't seem embarrassed at all. 

 

"He's very busy. He has to be free. "Han Jing replied. 

 

Yang Yu thought, as long as you are not acquaintances, just meet a cousin, don't worry. Yang Yu's 

outburst makes Han Jing unable to bear it. She says to her cousin in a hurry and hangs up tomorrow. The 

cousin over there doesn't know what she's feeling. Maybe she's envious, because she doesn't have a 

boyfriend. 

 

"You're going to die, smoking so fast. "Han Jing said, reaching out to put out the light, hugged Yang Yu's 

neck tightly, and pressed it on Yang Yu's body. 

 

"How many times tonight? "Yang Yu asked. 

 

"It's up to you to do it as many times as you want. "Han Jing replied, biting her teeth. 

 

"It's so good. Sure enough, the treatment of boyfriends is different from that of cannibals. "Yang Yu is 

still joking. 

 

"Well, my boyfriend can do it at any time, and I'll do it as many times as I want. "Han Jing is acting 

coquettish. 

 

The whole room is filled with the sound of Pa Pa, the sound of Han Jing calling for bed, and the sound of 

that bed creaking. I don't know how long it will last. 
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The next day. Yang Yu and Han Jing had a good sleep. They didn't even have breakfast. When they woke 

up, it was already ten o'clock. 

 

It's no wonder that Yang Yu did Han Jing five times last night and didn't go to bed until two o'clock in the 
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morning. When Han Jing gets up in the morning, she has a sore back. She hasn't had sex for a long time. 

All of a sudden, she can't get used to it. She really doesn't want to get up and go to work, sleeping in 

Yang Yu's arms. No, it should be said that sleeping in her boyfriend's arms is so happy, which she has 

never experienced. 

 

"Honey, I went to work. "Han Jing washes well. She's late for the time. She looks at her boyfriend who is 

still hazy under the quilt. She kisses her and says. 

 

"Well. "Yang Yu said vaguely. 

 

"Are you still here at night? Don't go, OK? Stay with me one more night. "Han Jing is coquettish. She 

wants to see her boyfriend at home after work. 

 

Yang Yu touches her head and looks at Han Jing. In fact, Han Jing is very beautiful. She has a beautiful 

body. She only wears her hair at work, so she hides this beauty. And the character is not as strong and 

independent as before. On the contrary, it's very clingy and coquettish, just like a little girl. 

 

Yang Yu thinks about it. He has a date with Su Yan in the afternoon and should still be there in the 

evening, so he nods. 

 

Han Jing was as happy as a duck and went to work happily. 

 

It wasn't until 11:30 that Yang Yu got up and washed. Fortunately, his clothes were dry last night, 

otherwise he would not have to wear them today. Then I went out to eat a bowl of hot noodles and 

took the bus to the city. Yang Yu is familiar with the prosperous area in the city, and Yintai impression 

city is in the most prosperous area. 

 

Yongshui city is a more developed city in the province, especially in the entertainment industry. There 

are many famous models, famous hosts and singers in Yongshui city. However, all this is really 

inseparable from the full construction of Murong group. Murong group's contribution to the city is 

indeed obvious to all. 

 

Therefore, its position is very high, and no one can shake it. Murong Fei is only a member of Murong 

group. His brother Murong soul is recognized as the successor of Murong group. Murongfei also has a 

younger sister. Murongxue is a pianist who has just returned from studying in Vienna. There are many 

officials in murongfei's family, the highest of which is murongfei's uncle. Murongyi is the director of the 

radio, film and Television Bureau, and is a department level cadre. 

 

Even Yang Yu doesn't know why he has the idea of overthrowing Murong group. In fact, there is no such 

idea at all. How can Yang Yu be the enemy of such an invincible group? Isn't he looking for death? There 

are two reasons: first, Yang Yu has formed a feud; second, Yang Yu wants to develop his own green food 

business under the name. 

 

Yang Yu looked up at Yintai building. It was really frightening. 



 

This impression city is a shopping place for the city's rich. Su Yan chose it. She really looks up to Yang Yu. 

Yang Yu found Starbucks and ordered a cup of coffee. Fortunately, the price was still within his range. 

 

Women love to be late, so does Su Yan. 

 

"Have you been waiting long? "The first question Su Yan asked when she came. 

 

Yang Yu smiles and looks at Su Yan. Today, Su Yan's dress is not as gorgeous as last time. Maybe a group 

of sisters will have the psychology of comparison last time. So this time, Su Yan's dress is much more 

elegant, but no matter how elegant, it can't hide Su Yan's beautiful leg. 

 

Because Su Yan wore super short jeans, no stockings, white thighs exposed outside, skin color is 

excellent, it seems not inferior to the girls in yunu village. 

 

What a natural beauty. 

 

Yang Yu ordered a cup of coffee and some sweethearts for Su Yan, so he made do with it for the time 

being 

 

"how do you know I want to be the principal?" Yang Yu asked, although he can guess it, he still has to 

pretend he doesn't know. 

 

"have you forgotten what my father does? However, are you really a village teacher? Where is it? " Su 

Yan seems to yearn for the countryside. She grew up in a big city. She has never seen the real 

countryside in Jiangsu and Zhejiang Province. 

 

Su Yan loves to travel very much. She has been to Europe, America, Korea, Japan and Southeast Asia. 

What she yearns for most is the small villages in northern Europe. Unfortunately, she can't live there, 

although she knows Yongjian county has many other towns except two All of them are dashangou, 

which is close to the mountains and rivers, but maybe it's too close to my home. I haven't had a chance 

to see them all the time. 

 

"the generation of Xianju in Yongjian County used to be quite far away. It's still a two-hour drive to climb 

the mountain." Yang Yu said casually that this kind of thing is not private. 

 

"it takes an hour to climb the mountain? Is it fun to exaggerate? " What Su Yan cares about most is 

whether it's funny or not. 

 

Yang Yu looks at Su Yan. Su Yan's hair is hanging down and her face is painted with a little light makeup, 

which is very beautiful. Yang Yu even touches a little. Some people are so special, and they are also 

upper class women. Qin Shu and Su Yan feel different to Yang Yu. 

 

"I'm afraid it's not enough for an hour with your slender figure If you can't climb to play, it's just 



mountains and rivers. The environment is beautiful, but there is a haunted house in our village. It's very 

famous. "Yang Yu tries to think of some fun things to win Su Yan's favor. If Su Yan is really interested in 

going to yunu Village Hotel, it's really a good opportunity to get closer"Haunted house? Is there really a 

ghost? " Su Yan seems to be very interested in haunted house. She is the kind of woman who likes to 

play but is afraid. She often watches horror movies, but she doesn't dare to watch them. 

 

"Of course, if there is no ghost, is it still called a ghost house? If you don't believe it, you can Baidu the 

"eyeless haunted house in Yunv village", which is very famous. " Yang Yu explained that this is not true. 

This haunted house is the second of the three terror forbidden areas in yunu village. It was very famous 

long ago. After the last time, it was even more famous because of the chaotic propaganda of microblog 

news. 

 

It's very exciting to see the old donkey's house during the day, but some of them never come to sleep at 

night. 

 

Yang Yu once went in during the day, and there was nothing. 

 

Su Yan really Baidu up, naturally out of a pile of information, but also seriously look. 

 

"I want to play. Will you take me?" Su Yan shows a strong interest in summer vacation at home idle to 

death, she graduated last year, with Yang Yu is the same class, but people idle at home every day, and 

Yang Yu is busy with pig, this is life. 

 

"No, I have to be responsible for your personal safety. Your father has to agree to this." Yang Yu specially 

led her father out to find a chance to see if he could meet her. 

 

Su Yan is in a dilemma. It's really hard for her father to pass. If he proposes to go to see the ghost house 

in dashangou, Su Jian, Su Yan's father, won't let her go even if he's killed. It's dangerous. 

 

Seeing Su Yan's dilemma, Yang Yu gave her an idea and said, "otherwise, I'm going to be the 

headmaster? When you come to the school to inspect and learn about the teachers in the school, then 

you come with your father, so that I can take you to the legendary haunted house 

 

Yang Yu's method is really wonderful. The wonderful thing is that he wants to see her father and has to 

play with her. Let her father to inspect is Yang Yu's gourd sold medicine. 

 

This move, Yang Yu think nine take ten steady. 

 

"No, I don't like to follow my dad. He'll restrain me everywhere, and that's business." Su Yan refused. 

 

Poof! Yang Yu is a mouthful of blood. 

 

"I'll go back to ask my father first, and see her attitude. I'll call a sister to go with me and bombard my 

father. My father will surely surrender." Every time Su Yan goes out to play, she always uses this move. 



In addition, her mother persuades her to do it together. In the end, she can always overcome the 

difficulties. 

 

Yang Yu can only say "yes" with a smile, but his heart is helpless. 

 

They have a good chat about tourism and horror movies, but Yang Yu can't find an excuse to lead the 

topic to her father, so he has to give up. Otherwise, Su Yan will find his plot, and it will fall short. 

 

See Su Yan so like to see horror films, Yang Yu immediately put forward to go to the cinema to see a, just 

the impression of the city upstairs there is a movie city, Su Yan agreed to come down. When entering 

the cinema, the light was out and it was dark. Yang Yu took the opportunity to hold Su Yan's hand. 

 

At this time Su Yan did not think too much, so let Yang Yu lead. 

 

The movie is South Korea's "Bixian 2". To be honest, Su Yan is scared. She is lying in Yang Yu's arms, not 

daring to watch, struggling and screaming. She is scared like a child. Naturally, Yang Yu is not so scared. 

She has been taking care of her like a brother. She has taken advantage of it several times and touched 

her milk several times. 

 

And from beginning to end, Yang Yu in order to ease Su Yan's fear, are deliberately holding her hand, Su 

Yan did not break away, from beginning to end, Su Yan are very happy, until the end. 

 

"Wow, it scared me to death. I'll never see it again. " Su Yan said that every time she read it, but every 

time she rushed to see it. 

 

At this time, Su Yan also realized that Yang Yu was still holding her hand and quietly drew back, a little 

blushing. 

 

"You seem to close your eyes from the beginning to the end. How can you see it, ha ha." Yang Yu joked. 

It's so cute. Su Yan made a face, at least this afternoon she had a good time. 

 

It was already five o'clock when they left the impression city. It was still bright and the setting sun was 

gorgeous. 

 

"Would you like some ice cream? You can look around again. " Yang Yu looked at a McDonald's dessert 

room nearby and asked casually, "the longer you stay with Su Yan, the better. That means the more 

successful the date is.". 

 

"Yes! I want chocolate. " Su Yan's face is bright, as if in love. 

 

Yang Yu bought two chocolate cones and handed one to Su Yan. 

 

"Thank you. Have a good afternoon. Let's have dinner together in the evening." Su Yan even took the 

initiative to ask for dinner together, and Yang Yu was in full bloom. But suddenly, a basin of cold water 



poured down. 

 

An Audi A6 passes by the gate of impression city and stops beside Yang Yu. 

 

"Dad? What are you doing here? " Su Yan immediately flustered, originally came out in the afternoon is 

to avoid dad's work time, the result is just here by dad hit. At this time, there was no need to find any 

excuse, so I had to lick the cone like a good lamb. 

 

Yang Yu was also extremely surprised. He did not expect to meet Su Jian, deputy director of the 

Municipal Bureau of education, here. What should he do? 
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"Dad didn't look at you for a day, so you came out to find a man for a date." Su Jian on the bus is not 

polite. He takes a look at Yang Yu. When he sees that Yang Yu looks decent, but he doesn't look like a 

rich man, so he's not interested. 

 

"Hello, Deputy Director Su. My name is Yang Yu. We met once in the basketball match of Shangtang 

middle school before." Yang Yu quickly bowed to say hello, and the last basketball game to meet the 

matter out, in order to shorten the distance between each other. 

 

"Yang Yu? Is that girl in Yuyu village your primary and secondary school Su Jian is very familiar with the 

name. He looks familiar when he looks at people. When Yang Yu mentions it, he really thinks of the 

thrilling reversal basketball game, so he paid attention to Yang Yu at that time. However, it was only a 

friendly game, so he didn't feel at ease. 

 

In addition, his name is Yang Yu, which is the name of the person who applied to be the principal in yunu 

village. That's why I asked. 

 

"Yes, please take care of me." Yang Yu immediately changed his nickname. Instead of using the deputy 

director, he used his uncle. Su Yan is here. He shouts in private that uncle should be OK. 

 

"Dad, you know each other." Su Yan a listen, immediately steady down, the last date with a man was 

caught by his father, the man was scolded as a pig by his father, only hope that this time the father can 

give some face. 

 

"I should have asked you that. How do you know each other?" Su Jian still has some doubts in his heart. 

The young people are very scheming now. If this boy comes to cheat his daughter's feelings, he will not 

be spared. 

 

"Yang Yu is my sister Qiuqiu's high school classmate, so I know her." Of course, Su Yan didn't tell the 

story of that night, otherwise her father had to chop her. 
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"Oh." Su Jian just gave a slight sound and didn't pay much attention to Yang Yu. He said, "get on the bus 

and go home." 

 

Su Yan pouted, looked at Yang Yu and said to him in a low voice, "sorry, wechat contact." 

 

Yang Yu also wants to say something to Su Jian and finds that there is no chance. Su Jian didn't even say 

hello, so he drove away. On the contrary, Su Yan said goodbye through the window. 

 

"Su Jian didn't pay attention to me at all." Yang Yu said to himself, still muttering in his heart: it seems 

that the upper class doesn't treat you as a human being like me at the bottom. Forget it, go home and 

get that bitch Han Jing. 

 

However, before going home, Yang Yu did some work to prepare for the trip. Originally, he came here 

for two tasks: to discuss the details of the channel with Xie Tianshi and to prepare for the beach trip. 

Yang Yu went to the Internet bar to check the driving route, meals and accommodation of the self 

driving tour, and printed it out. Then he went to the taxi company in the county town to pre rent a Buick 

GL8 business car. Originally, he wanted to use Dongfeng or Wuling minivan, but it was shameful to take 

so many girls to travel in such a broken car, so he finally changed to a better level, anyway, it was only 

for a few days. 

 

By the time these things are done, it will be seven o'clock in the evening. Yang Yu quietly goes to the 

back door of binrugui Hotel and takes the key. He tells Han Jing that he will go home to cook noodles 

after work, and Han Jing cries on the spot. It's a big difference compared with her uniform, curled hair, 

serious and serious face. 

 

Yang Yu is going to coax Han Jing once. After all, he is an underground girlfriend. At least he has a 

boyfriend. It's good for everyone. Although Yang Yu stepped on two boats, he could coax them together. 

On the surface, Han Jing seems to be a very strong, cold and even feminist woman, but in fact, on the 

contrary, she is a little woman. 

 

So when Han Jing pushed the door after work and saw that there were two bowls of hot tomato and egg 

noodles on the table, she cried again. 

 

"Why are you crying! Eat it. " Yang Yu laughs. He didn't expect Han Jing to be so moved. 

 

"You're dead." Han Jing becomes coquettish. 

 

After the light is out, Yang Yu puts Han Jingjing under his body. Han Jing yells and changes all kinds of 

postures. When he turns Han Jing to the best, Yang Yu even jokingly asks if it's good to call your cousin 

over and do it together. Han Jing actually nods happily. 

 

Suddenly Yang Yu to the United States, although the heart also know that Han Jing is just joking, lost 

reason, but who knows, maybe next time Han Jing really call her cousin to sleep together. 



 

After daybreak, Han Jing does not give up, but Yang Yu still wants to go back to Yunv village, there are a 

lot of things waiting for him to do. 

 

The little aunt inquired about the work of the second sister, and Yang Yu said that everything was fine, 

so the little aunt was relieved. Secretary Li came to see him several times, naturally for the purpose of 

running for the village head. Li Ruoshui also looked for the beach tour. It is to put Su Xiaoxiao's pigeon, 

Yang Yu also goes to apologize, let people wait in the middle of the night, really feel sorry. 

 

However, the most important thing now is to run for village head and vegetable field. So when Yang Yu 

got home, he didn't have much rest, so he took a hoe to work in the vegetable field. He was busy until 

dusk. After taking a bath, Yang Yu was going to find Secretary Li. 

 

Secretary Li is obviously still very angry. Yang Yu is still running around for such an important thing. 

Village head Zhang has already started canvassing for votes. So at night, Yang Yu is smiling, bending 

over, visiting families, village cadres, old people, as long as they have the right to vote, Yang Yu will nod 

and smile. 

 

Even if it is pan caier, Yang Yu can only be: Yes, yes, yes, sister caier, I listen to you. After visiting all 

night, only one third of the families left, but the good thing is that the important families have already 

gone through the relationship with Secretary Li.Secretary Li talked about a lot of things that should be 

paid attention to when he is a village head. He has a good attitude. He should think before thinking 

about problems, think more about the policy of getting rich, grasp people's heart, take less money and 

do more things. In fact, he put it bluntly: serve the people. 

 

Yang Yu has always believed that helping others is helping himself. Isn't that to serve the people? Isn't 

being the head of a village working for the people? Although these are superficial words, Yang Yu still 

has his own abacus in his heart and a place to seek profits for himself. 

 

For example, the vegetable fields, the beautiful girls and Yang Yu want to take advantage of the village 

head's banner. 

 

It's already 12 o'clock in the evening. We have to continue to walk the whole village tomorrow. Next 

week, in front of all the villagers, I will talk about what you are going to do to serve the people when you 

become the village head, which is also a positive PK with village head Zhang. Then there was the official 

vote. It was almost when Yang Yu came back from his tour and the first batch of vegetables were 

officially sold. All of a sudden, everything was stuck at this point. And the headmaster's business is also 

stuck at this point. 

 

Therefore, Yang Yu also hopes that this trip can be regarded as relaxing. After all, he has been busy for a 

semester. 

 

Yang Yu looked at the time. It was exactly zero. 

 



Looking up at Su's small old house, it was dark. Why did Yang Suyu suddenly have a doubt? Thought: do 

you want to see? It's half a pass anyway. At this time point, the whole village has been asleep. 

 

Back hill is quiet tonight, too. 

 

Yang Yu holding a flashlight, from a distance, like a ghost fire in the dark, walking on the road. In some 

places, Yang Yu doesn't dare to take photos. He takes his own night road at ease. The more he takes 

photos of some dark places, the more terrifying things there are. If he takes photos of himself, he will be 

scared to death. 

 

The silence of the night is the biggest impression left to Yang Yu. If there is no starry sky on his head and 

the weather is overcast and foggy, it will be very strange and terrifying. 

 

Yang Yu first passed by Pan caier's house. Then he remembered that Secretary Li didn't take him to Su 

Xiaoxiao's house. However, at Pan caier's home, Yang Yu heard some strange voices. In fact, Secretary Li 

didn't take Yang Yu to pan caier's home today. He just met him on the way and said hello. He was teased 

by Pan caier. 

 

"What strange sound?" Yang Yu said to himself. When Yang Yu of Pan caier's family came to find her 

husband's missing, he saw a woman with a strange back. Yang Yu could not confirm whether the woman 

was pan caier. 

 

Yang Yu always feels that pan caier's house is more strange than that dark eyed haunted house, but he 

can't say where the problem is. Anyway, after that visit, Yang Yu never dare to come again, and he 

always feels goose bumps in his heart. 

 

Would you like to go in and have a look? Yang Yu has some contradictions in his mind. One tells him not 

to mind other people's business, and the other tells him to be the head of the village. The villagers' 

business is his business. Finally, Yang Yu decided to go and have a look. 

 

Last time, Yang Yu passed through the front door, but this time, Yang Yu passed through the path of the 

back door. A few steps down the path, the closer to the room, the clearer the strange sound. It sounds 

like breathing and groaning. It's hard to describe. Yang Yu has never heard it before. 

 

Yang Yu specially turned off the flashlight. As long as he turned a corner, it was pan caier's room last 

time. To tell the truth, Yang Yu was a little afraid. 

 

He stopped and hesitated, but curiosity still drove him to explore the unknown world. What was the 

sound? 

 

It was dark, and the old house couldn't even shine in the moonlight. Yang Yu took a step cautiously and 

followed the voice. And then around a corner, the sound felt on the left. 

 

"This room again?" Yang Yu thought in his heart that the last time he was here, in the same room and in 



the same place, looking through the paper paste in the window, he saw a woman. Yang Yu looked at the 

outside of the room. It was dark. There was no light coming out. He didn't turn on the light at all. Even if 

there was someone inside, he had already gone to bed. 

 

However, the sound came from this room. Yang Yu suddenly feels a little afraid, and comforts himself 

that it should be snoring, but do you want to see through the paper paste? 

 

Yang Yu took a deep breath and slowly gathered his eyes to look inside through a small hole in the paper 

paste. It was dark inside and there was nothing. 

 

All of a sudden. 

 

Suddenly, the sound stopped. 
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Standing outside the room, Yang Yu pressed himself against the wall and looked inside with his eyes 

tightly following the paper paste of the window. There was nothing but black, not even the sound. 

 

"Strange, is there anyone in it? What was that noise? " Yang Yu thought, seeing that nothing could be 

seen in the room, he was preparing to shrink back. 

 

All of a sudden. 

 

All of a sudden, Yang Yu felt that his back was cool, and the familiar feeling of terror came again. 

 

Who's behind it? It's impossible. I didn't see anyone in the backyard just now. If there were people, 

there should be footsteps, but I didn't hear anything. 

 

Wait, Yang Yu suddenly thought of something. There's no sound in the room. There's one more person 

behind? 

 

The last time I saw such a familiar scene was in the daytime. I looked inside through a small hole in the 

paper paste, and pan caier was standing behind me. But this time? It's night. It's midnight. Everything is 

quiet. It's a dark night. Is it really pan caier behind the desolate old house? 

 

Yang Yu felt that he had been strangled by his throat and could not breathe. His body was still bent. He 

did not dare to turn his head around. He was afraid of the man behind him. 

 

Yang Yu holds the flashlight, takes a breath, strides forward, turns around quickly, turns on the flashlight 

at the same time, and looks back. 
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No one in the back? 

 

No, there's really a man standing in the back. 

 

Yang Yu screamed on the spot! 

 

A woman, pale, dressed in white, with bloodshot eyes and no blood except her lips, was like a cold 

corpse. 

 

"Scared you again?" The woman showed a smile at the corner of her mouth and looked at Yang Yu with 

a smile. 

 

"Sister cai'er, I'm scared to death. How can you walk without sound? I'm always standing behind me 

suddenly. I'm not scared to death by you." When Yang Yu sees pan caier's face, he still feels creepy. 

There is only one pan caier living in this old house. To tell you the truth, Yang Yu is afraid to sleep alone, 

let alone a woman. 

 

"Why do you keep peeping at my room? Do you want to go in and sleep together? "Said Pan caier. 

 

At this time, Yang Yu suddenly noticed a drop of blood at the corner of Pan caier's mouth. 

 

"No, I just heard some voices. I was just passing by and worried about sister Cai Er, so I had a look by the 

way." Yang Yu didn't lie. He told the truth. Although he was very afraid of Pan caier, the first whore in 

the village, he was only coquettish. 

 

"Yes? Maybe it's a pig. "Pan caier talks like a smile but not a smile. He always feels cold. It's very 

different from seeing her during the day. 

 

"Since sister Cai Er is OK, I'll go first." Yang Yu regretted that he had come here. He had nothing to do 

and was scared to death. With that, Yang Yu nodded and went up the path. The head didn't turn back. 

No, it was Yang Yu who didn't dare to turn back. 

 

Because pan caier's bloodless face makes Yang Yu's hair stand on end. 

 

On the road, Yang Yu trotted for two steps, then looked back. Seeing that there was nothing behind him, 

he was relieved. He still had a lot of doubts in his heart: was there anyone in the dark room just now? 

What's the sound? Why does pan caier look so bad, like a dead man? Who was the woman I saw last 

time? What about the back? Where are the other people in this old house? Also, where did pan caier's 

husband Liu Guoan go after he disappeared? 

 

This path passes through the backyard of Pan caier, Su Xiaoxiao and soyan's haunted house. Just now, 

Yang Yu has no intention to go to Su Xiaoxiao's house. After all, it's so late. People must have gone to 

bed. He will go to other families with Secretary Li tomorrow morning. Ask him then. As for the soyan 

haunted house, Yang Yu ran quickly. After the detour, he went down the path. Then he passed Lin Yiyi's 



house, yusao's house, and finally the straw pile. Finally he came to my aunt's house. 

 

Yang Yu is more and more awed of this village. He always feels that there is something mysterious and 

dark around the village. However, the village feels safe and sound. What's the matter? Yang Yu can't tell. 

 

In the morning, the sun comes out very early. 

 

As soon as the sunshine comes out, all the terrible things in Yunv village will disappear. Everywhere is a 

school of sunshine and peace. 

 

After eating breakfast, Yang Yu went to find Secretary Li. This time Zhao Hai followed him. The three 

people went door-to-door to say hello. All they did was canvass for Yang Yu. They talked about how 

Yang Yu had done so many things for the village. His students' grades were so good and his character 

was good. When he became the village head, he would certainly serve the people. He also asked what 

they needed to help I'm sure I'll solve it for you. No matter what I ask, I'll agree to it first. 

 

It took another half day to basically walk the village, but of course some people didn't go. 

 

"Oh, by the way, Secretary Li, should we go to see Su Xiaoxiao's family?" Yang Yu suggested that he had 

to run for the village head. Su Xiaoxiao must support him. At the same time, he left a good impression 

on Su Xiaoxiao's parents. 

 

"Which one? "Secretary Li asked. 

 

Yang Yu is not surprised by Secretary Li's doubts. First, Secretary Li is old and has a poor memory. 

Second, Su Xiaoxiao is about the same age as himself. For Secretary Li, he is the next generation. For the 

younger generation, it's normal not to be familiar with his name."It's the old house on the left of Pan 

caier's house. The house between the haunted house and pan caier's. "Yang Yu said, especially pointing 

to the house above. 

 

Secretary Li Zou frowned, turned to look at Zhao Hai and asked, "Xiao Hai, am I confused? I remember 

that house hasn't been occupied for more than ten years? Do you remember people living there? " 

 

Zhao Hai also frowned and touched his brain, thinking: "no, how could it be? I'm going to collect 

electricity every month. I haven't lived there for many years, and the light has never been on. How could 

anyone? Is Yang Yu wrong?" 

 

Yang Yu's face was as pale as frost. 

 

That night, a series of strange scenes reappeared in Yang Yu's mind. Midnight, crying, women, white 

clothes, long hair, cold hands, time at zero, living in the old house where no one lived, all these seemed 

to tell Yang Yu that Su Xiaoxiao was not a human being. 

 

"Yang Yu, what's the matter with you?" Yang Yu's face was very bad when he saw him. 



 

"It's OK. It's OK." Yang Yu's mood is very bad. Is Su Xiaoxiao a human or a ghost? But Yang Yu would 

rather believe that Su Xiaoxiao must be a liar, deliberately living there, it must be like this. 

 

Yang Yu looked up at Su Xiaoxiao's house again. He couldn't see anyone. 

 

But why so coincidentally? Pan caier, Su Xiaojia and soyan haunted house are three gloomy old houses 

side by side. 

 

Yang Yu didn't think about so many questions when eating lunch. As long as the riddle has nothing to do 

with his family and entrepreneurship, he won't bother to pay attention to it. When Yang Yu gets up in 

the morning, he has asked the three younger sisters to inform the people who want to travel to the 

beach, let them have a good meal, gather at the school playground and arrange the details. 

 

So, when Yang Yu took the third sister's hand to school, many people had already arrived. 

 

"I may not be able to go again, my dear." Li Ruoshui holds Yang Yu's hand, pouts his mouth and acts like 

a coquetry. 

 

"What's the matter? It's rare for us to go out and play together, and the results of the high school 

entrance examination are so good that we should relax. "When Yang Yu heard the answer, he didn't 

know what he was feeling. He was happy and sad. If his girlfriend didn't go to happy things, he would be 

free. If his girlfriend didn't go to sad things, he would have no chance to cultivate feelings and take 

advantage of her. 

 

However, on the surface, Yang Yu certainly pretends to be very angry. 

 

"My elder sister has gone to work in the city. My second elder sister is going to work this time. There 

must be someone left at home. And my father promised me that if you become the village head and 

headmaster, we can go out for a few days. I like to go out alone with you, but I don't like so many 

people. "Li Ruoshui is holding Yang Yu's hand. They are discussing in another corner of the playground, 

while others are chatting together. 

 

"You've stood me up twice, you have to make it up? "Yang Yu clearly took advantage of it and sold it 

well. This is his favorite arrangement. This arrangement is the best. 

 

"How do you want me to make it up? "Li Ruoshui asked with wide eyes. 

 

"You know, playing dumb." Yang Yu of course refers to the matter of going to bed, the matter of Li 

Ruoshui. 

 

Li Ruoshui's face turned red on the spot. He nodded his head gently and gave a hum. 

 

"If you don't speak, you'll agree. You can't go back on it this time." Yang Yu said, I don't know how long it 



has been dragged by Li Ruoshui, but she hasn't been opened up. Last time I was in the attic of the 

school, it was as rare as spring. When it almost opened up, I was destroyed by my third sister. 

 

It's all fate. 

 

When Li Ruoshui is in bud, Yang Yu feels that he should take advantage of it, otherwise he will have a 

long dream. 

 

"Well, I'll give you that when I travel alone. "Li Ruoshui's heart fluttered at the thought of that kind of 

blushing. 

 

"Which one? "Yang Yu also deliberately asked. 

 

"Oh, you know, go and find them. I'm going home. "Li Ruoshui pushed Yang Yu hard and left by himself. 

 

If Han Chunyu has an affair with Zhang qingniu, can she have another one? 

 

"Cousin, isn't Miss Li going? "When we got to the meeting place, the third sister asked first. 

 

Yang Yu nodded, counted the number of people, and finally confirmed that there were seven people 

going to the beach: Yang Yu, his girlfriend, second Sister Li ruorong, rushen huayuyan, school flower 

Zhang meiruo, little lover Han Qingfang, cousin Li Yunxi and Shen Feifei, and the car was just enough for 

seven people. 

 

Yang Yu wanted to ask Ji Ming to come and go with him. After all, people have been in love with him for 

so long. It's good to have a good memory. However, Ji Ming obviously disagrees and refuses to come. 

Yang Yu knows that she is right and wrong and that she wants to come. So in order not to let Ji Ming feel 

sad alone, Yang Yu said: let's go alone next time we have a chance 。 

 

Without waiting for Ji Ming to refute, Yang Yu left. Anyway, the summer vacation is still very long and 

there are plenty of opportunities. 

 

Yang Yu talked about the arrangement of the whole journey, such as when to start, go to the county, 

buy supplies, pick up the car, go to the beach, live in tents, how to eat, what to pay attention to, when 

to come back, what to bring, how to calculate the cost, and so on.After more than an hour of discussion, 

the final travel plan was confirmed. 

 

"Go to bed early in the evening, take your luggage, gather here at six o'clock tomorrow morning, arrive 

at the beach at three o'clock tomorrow afternoon, sleep for two nights, and come back the day after 

tomorrow morning, a total of three days and two nights. "Yang Yu finally summed it up. 

 

Cool explosion of the journey finally began, Yang Yu specially prepared the bottle of aphrodisiac. 

 



"I'll give all six of you some to eat. What will you do? "Yang Yu's wishful thinking makes her happy. I 

don't know which poor woman will be killed by Yang Yu again. 
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If the water doesn't go, then cousin Li Yuanxi can go, but it's too late. The vegetable fields need to be 

taken care of, and it's not appropriate to change the temporary plan. For important things, my cousin 

doesn't want to go with us. Yang Yu thinks that the summer vacation is still long anyway, and it's the 

same with my cousin next time. 

 

The happiest is cousin Li Yunxi. She is in senior high school. The winter vacation is coming. Three people 

in the family spoil her. Now they go out to play with her cousin. Who is unhappy. 

 

"Cousin, don't you wear three-point style?" Yang Yu sees Yunxi tidying up his clothes and jokes. 

 

"No, cousin." Li Yunxi is coquettish, she is to want to wear, but dare not wear. 

 

"Tomorrow to the county to buy a suit of swimsuit, independent bra and underwear, not together." 

Yang Yu wants Yunxi to wear it like that, otherwise he will wrap himself up at the seaside. 

 

Yunxi vomits his tongue. There are many things for women. Yang Yu carries a bag and clothes. That's all. 

At most, he takes a pair of underpants. 

 

The next day, the morning dawned, blue sea and blue sky, the sky was beautiful, and it was a fine day, as 

if specially prepared for this beach trip. 

 

When Yang Yu and Yunxi arrived at the school meeting place, they all arrived. After a few words about 

safety, we set out. 

 

This beach trip, of course, is not as beautiful as Hainan. It's too far away to go, so we can only choose 

the surrounding areas. Jiangsu and Zhejiang are coastal areas. There are many beaches. Although many 

places are yellow sand sea, there are still some beaches to go to. 

 

From Yongzhou County, you can go to Dongtou County and Yuhuan County in Wenzhou in the southeast 

direction. However, the water quality here is not good, and some of them are yellow. Another route is 

to take the Northeast route, to Xiangshan County in Ningbo, and to tantoushan Island, a small island. It 

is not very famous. It was only developed in recent years. 

 

From Xianju in Zhejiang Province to Xiangshan County in Ningbo, the expressway takes two hours, which 

is very convenient. 

 

However, when they arrived in Yongzhou County, Yang Yu naturally went to pick up the car. The girls 
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went to the supermarket to buy food, drink and daily necessities. After all, when they arrived there, 

eating and accommodation were two big problems. When the preparations were ready, a group of 

people crowded into the car and headed for the high speed. 

 

Along the way, listening to beyond's songs, these girls love to play. The high atmosphere is quite good. 

 

When we got to Xiangshan, the car couldn't get to the island, so we had to find a place to park it. Only 

then did we find that the car was rented out, which was convenient. On the ship, a group of people 

went to the island of tantoushan. The water is blue. It's really the sea. All the partners began to get 

excited. 

 

The ship is not a passenger ship, but a fishing boat. It shakes so badly that we dare not make trouble. 

We can only sit quietly until we can't see the land in Xiangshan County. It turns out that we have really 

gone to sea. It was the first time that several female students saw the sea. They were very excited. 

 

The ship is still fast. In 15 minutes, it will arrive at tantoushan island. 

 

"The island is still under development. You can lead the way down. There is a beautiful beach on the 

other side of the island. You can go there." The boatman pointed the way and the boat left. 

 

"Cousin, how do I feel like this is a desert island? Are we here to survive?" My cousin Yunxi looked at it. 

It was a desert island. 

 

The ocean is vast and blue, the breeze is blowing, and the sun is fierce. The weather is really good, and 

there is no cloud in the sky. But there is no road, no one, no house on this island. Besides mountains, 

trees and water. 

 

"Yang Yu, are we really here?" Li ruorrong felt cheated, thinking: Yang Yu won't deceive us, and then 

imprison us as sex slaves, right? 

 

Have I been cheated, but there are not so many advertisements. The pictures in the advertisements are 

so beautiful. It seems that the advertisements are not credible. Yang Yu mutters to himself that he has 

no idea. He has never been to this island. Who knows what will happen. 

 

There are too many things trapped on the island. Yang Yu looks up at the weather and hopes that it 

won't rain these days. 

 

"It's OK. You see, the sea is so beautiful, the water is so clear, and the weather is so good. I already want 

to go to the sea." Han Qingfang takes the initiative to speak up to Yang Yu. 

 

"No matter. Let's go to the beach first. The boatman said it's on the other side of the island." Yang Yu 

carries a bag on his back and helps Li Ruo Rong and Hua Yu Yan fight against things. A group of people 

follow the path to the back of the island. 

 



To tell the truth, all the way, full of thorns, weeds, even the road can not see clearly, really like to come 

to the desert island to survive, Yang Yu is not surprised to think of the American drama "lost". It's just 

that I have six girls with me. If I'm really stuck here, hehe, maybe like Robinson's adventures, the days 

are more humid. Anyway, it's summer vacation. If these six beauties are tamed and serve me, Yang Yu 

would rather not go back to the county. 

 

"I'm not afraid. It's OK. I'm here." Yang Yu knew that their hearts were not stable, so he had to comfort 

them. 

 

It's hard to walk, especially these girls are wearing skirts and ultra short jeans. They are all white thighs. 

They are occasionally channeled by thorns. They all see blood. 

 

It's been nearly 20 minutes. It's almost time to go to the other side of the island.Yang Yu sees that the 

willows are dark and the flowers are bright in front of him. The sea on the other side of the island can 

already be seen. There are rocks in front of him. It looks like a dead end. Yang Yu feels really wrong. Has 

he been fooled? He hurried forward with a few bags of luggage. 

 

At the end of the rock, a strong wind blows head-on, and the sea level ahead is vast. Yang Yu looks down 

and is shocked. 

 

God, this is the most beautiful beach scenery Yang Yu has ever seen in his life. It's incomparable. 

 

Yang Yu was completely shocked by the coastline under the rocks. 

 

"What's the matter?" Han Qingfang ran up the second one and looked down. God, there was a scream. 

 

The scream immediately ushered in the pursuit of the crowd, the crowd looked down, and everyone was 

shocked. 

 

Dozens of meters below the rocks, there is a long coastline, a golden beach, blue sea and blue sky. 

Groups of girls are playing on the beach in bikini. It's just another piece of pure land. In Yang Yu's mind, 

Leonardo DiCaprio's the beach. 

 

When these girls saw the beach, they didn't even care about Yang Yu. They went straight down. It 

turned out that there was a road next to them that could walk down the rocks. 

 

This group of girls directly threw their luggage to Yang Yu, and a group of people rushed to the sea. Yang 

Yu didn't even have time to pay attention to safety, so he ran away without a trace. Shen Feifei was 

better. Seeing that Yang Yu was too busy, he trotted a few steps and turned back. 

 

"Look at the luggage first. I'll go over there and ask how to rent the tent." Yang Yu had no choice but to 

leave his luggage on the ground. In fact, when he got down from the rocks, it was already full of sand, 

but the area of the sand was very large, and it was still a hundred meters away from the sea. 

 



Yang Yu found that there are several houses over there, all of which are one floor high, such as 

temporary houses and some wooden houses. They look like a reception center. Yang Yu asked about the 

price of the tent, then rented four, and also rented iron pots and coal balls for cooking. Although there is 

a restaurant here and seafood is still very rich, the price is too expensive. Fortunately, he brought a lot 

of food this time and simply cooked it himself. 

 

Yang Yu had to ask Shen Feifei to call them back. 

 

"The tent hasn't been set up yet, and dinner hasn't been ready yet. What's the hurry? Make it ready 

first, and then go to play, or I'll be in a hurry with you." Yang Yu had to teach a lesson. 

 

"How many tents?" Li Yunxi asked. 

 

"Why, are you going to sleep with your cousin?" Yang Yu joked that he started to look for a foothold 

with his luggage and tent. 

 

"No. My cousin is so beautiful. " Li Yunxi doesn't give Yang Yu face either. 

 

"Let's see, where is the tent? We have four tents, sister Rong and sister Yuyan together, Zhang meiruo 

and Han Qingfang together, cousin, you and Feifei together, I'll be alone, OK? " Yang Yu slightly divided 

the work. In fact, the division method was basically confirmed before, and Yang Yu was just confirming 

it. 

 

As for sleeping alone or with other people, there are both advantages and disadvantages. One person 

can sleep in a tent freely, and it's OK to seduce a younger sister in the middle of the sleep. Yang Yu 

doesn't care much. Of course, it's better to sleep with Zhang meiruo or Hua Yuyan. In this way, hehe, 

they can be forced to sleep at night. 

 

"There are too many people here. Let's find an open place and cook by ourselves. It's better to be 

independent." Li suggested. 

 

Although it's only early summer, and the weather is not in August or September, there are many people 

on this beach, which may be related to the original ecology. After everyone had no opinion, Yang Yu 

went to the beach line on the right, with the most middlemen and tents piled up, while there were 

fewer people on both sides. Yang Yu found a place near the foot of the big rock. It was also a beach, not 

far from the reception headquarters, but there were relatively few people, so he decided to set up a 

tent here. 

 

It's two o'clock in the afternoon, when the sun is the strongest. Fortunately, I had lunch in Xiangshan 

County, otherwise I didn't have the strength to work. 

 

We will tent tower into a semicircle arc, mouth all toward the sea, lying in the tent in the morning, you 

can see the sunrise, you can also look at the whole coastline, the scenery is naturally the most beautiful. 

 



It's worth mentioning that Yang Yu really underestimated Li ruorong and Hua Yuyan. They were two 

bags of luggage. Yang Yu thought they were their personal belongings. When he opened them, he found 

that they were all food. Pay attention, it's not the city girl who brought a pile of snacks, but staple food. 

 

There are a lot of rice, noodles, bacon, vegetables, eggs and so on. It seems that this meal should be 

able to survive these days. If you can't, you can go to a restaurant. There are seafood there. In addition, 

everyone has brought a lot of dry goods and bought water and staple food in Xiangshan County. At this 

point, there is still a gap between men and women, Yang Yu with clothes and a dagger. 

 

After all the tents and things were sorted out, we decided to go to the sea for an hour. 

 

What Yang Yu is looking forward to most is this moment. 

 

"Hello, do you all wear bikinis? Ha ha Yang Yu complacently asked a, anyway his boy is the simplest, 

short show shorts cloth shoes off clean. 

 

"Sister Rong and sister Yuyan must wear bikini, but I don't wear them anyway." Even in such a scene, Li 

Yunxi is not very relaxed. 

 

"Mr. Yang, if you want to see it, go to see Zhang meiruo and Han Qingfang. They are in such good shape 

that I want to wear them without face. " Shen Feifei also put down her restraint and joked with 

everyone. In fact, she came here for Yang Yu this time. She fell in love with Yang Yu secretly for a whole 

semester. It's rare to be together like this."Feifei, your milk is not small. It's OK. Wear it boldly, go and 

seduce men with your sister." Milk God flower language Yan said. 
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"Sister Yuyan, you have big breasts and good figure, but I don't have them." Shen Feifei even said that 

she was suckling. It seems that she was also corrupted by these people. 

 

"Don't be wet. Change your clothes." Han Qingfang is not afraid. She has a good figure. 

 

The people went into the tent and changed their clothes. 

 

At this time, Yang Yu itched in his heart and kept urging him outside: "hurry up, or I'll go in." 

 

Li ruorong was the first one to come out. Yang Yu's nose bleeds out immediately. The guy on that side is 

not competitive, and he's hard. This scene was just watched by Li ruorong. 

 

Li ruorong wore a pink bikini, the hot figure, the cleavage is incomparable. 

 

"Am I that beautiful? You can see it hard. " Li ruorong came to look at Yang Yu and said. 
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Yang Yu suddenly embarrassed, quickly turned around. 

 

But Li ruorrong did not, put his head to Yang Yu's ear, and said softly, "my sister is not here. Do you want 

to sleep together at night?" Li ruorrong gives Yang Yu a smile and goes to the seaside. Yang Yu looks at Li 

ruorong and his blood boils. 

 

"Shit! What are you afraid of? Anyway, my girlfriend doesn't know. I can't help it. " Yang Yu said to 

himself. 

 

At this time, the other five women also changed out. 

 

Yang Yu is a fool. 

 

"Yang big sex wolf, don't squint at us like this. I haven't seen a woman before." It's Zhang meiruo, the 

school flower. Zhang meiruo is wearing an ordinary swimsuit. It seems that bikini is too revealing for her 

to wear. 

 

Everyone wore a three-point style. Han Qingfang and rushen huayuyan wore bikini. Yang Yu was really 

deterred by the six beauties. Shen Feifei and his cousin Li Yunxi did not wear the kind of swimsuit that 

covers the whole chest and abdomen, but also a separate bra and swimming trunks. 

 

"The teacher is also a normal man. You are all so beautiful. I'm not normal if I don't have color." Yang Yu 

wanted to say that it's not normal that I'm not hard. 

 

Yang Yu specially looks at her cousin Li Yunxi. It's the first time that she's dressed like this in front of her 

cousin. Her face turns red. Just when she wants to make fun of her, she's been dragged to the seaside by 

them. Yang Yu and Hua Yuyan are still there. 

 

Flower language Yan slowly came over, Yang Yu looked at that pair of big milk eyes to see stare out. 

 

"I know how to look at other people's milk. Be careful if the water doesn't want you." Hua Yuyan joked. 

 

"If the water is not here now." Yang Yu replied, looking at Hua Yuyan, who also happened to come here. 

 

"Then you're going to have the guts, aren't you?" Hua Yuyan casts a flattering eye and looks at Yang Yu 

straightly. Where is Yang Yu being reprimanded? This is clearly provocation. 

 

"I didn't do anything. Why are you so bold? " Yang Yu pretended to be wronged, but he did not do 

anything. He just looked at it. 

 

"What else do you want to do? You didn't touch my ass at the last movie. " Hua YuYan's question is 

obviously suggestive. 

 



"I still want to touch the milk. YuYan's milk is just right." Yang Yu is not afraid of her fox tail. She touched 

Hua YuYan's ass last time, but she didn't feel disgusted with herself. This time, she followed her 

specially. Isn't that a way to throw herself in the arms? 

 

"How dare you touch the tent?" Hua Yuyan is really here. 

 

"In the evening, I dare. Now everyone is waiting for us to play." Yang Yu said, he doesn't want to pull 

Hua Yuyan closer to the tent now. It's too high-profile. 

 

The flower language Yan white Yang Yu one eye, also walked to the beach. Yang Yu followed. 

 

There are at least hundreds of tourists along this coastline, especially in the middle waters. They are all 

people. Fortunately, the coastline is long enough, and everyone likes to play together. 

 

By the time Yang Yu passed by, all the women were already enjoying themselves in the water. 

 

It's high tide now, so it's very safe. Big waves will keep coming. It's a great feeling. There is a safety line 

in the distance, which is blocked by a net, so tourists can't swim far. To our credit, there is an airship on 

both sides, which is the security guard on duty. 

 

When Yang Yu swam in the past, he naturally followed his own people. These six beauties are enough 

for Yang Yu's entertainment, so Yang Yu doesn't put his mind on other women. 

 

"Let's fight a water war." Li Yunxi said. 

 

"OK, let's fight Mr. Yang." Zhang meiruo immediately responded. 

 

Six beauties are all like Yang Yu. You know, the sea water is salty and fishy. It tastes very bad. Yang Yu 

suddenly choked a few mouthfuls, making everyone laugh. 

 

"Just now, who said a wave of my water?" Yang Yu deliberately pretends to be very angry, which is 

obviously bullied by six beauties: "if Zhang Mei is you, right? You're dead. " With that, Yang Yu is ready 

to rush to catch her. 

 

"Zhang meiruo, run Who yelled again. 

 

"Big wolf, come and catch me." Zhang meiruo is also in a good mood, very relaxed and elated. 

 

"Are you arrogant?" Yang Yu pretended to be very angry, glaring: "let me catch you, you will die." With 

that, he plopped into the sea and swam in the direction of Zhang meiruo.When Zhang meiruo saw it, she 

was scared to pee. She knew that she had offended Yang Yu, so she rushed into the sea and ran. 

 

People also made a fuss. 

 



However, Zhang meiruo's swimming is quite smooth, the speed is not bad, but no matter how fast the 

speed is, it's a piece of cake in front of Yang Yu. As soon as he saw that he was about to catch hold of 

him, Zhang meiruo kicked him and tried his best to go to the crowded place. Yang Yu bumped into 

several people and was pulled away by Zhang meiruo. 

 

At this time, they were a little far away from Li ruorong. The sea was full of people and their faces were 

the same. They couldn't see clearly. They just played by themselves and didn't care about Yang Yu and 

Zhang meiruo any more. 

 

Maybe Zhang meiruo is tired and just wants to stop to have a rest to see where Yang Yu has gone. She 

finds that she is surrounded by people and doesn't see Yang Yu's shadow at all. 

 

All of a sudden, a pair of hands from the back to hold over, directly caught Zhang meiruo's two milk, 

unfortunately wearing a bra, no touch. 

 

"Big sex wolf!" If Zhang meiruo knew it was Yang Yu, she struggled in a hurry, but she couldn't make it: 

"let go of it." 

 

Zhang meiruo struggles to turn around, just to face Yang Yu. 

 

"Don't you call me big wolf? Then I'll show you. " Yang Yu says, hugged Zhang meiruo, a tone went 

down. 

 

"What are you doing?" Zhang meiruo panicked on the spot: "go away, what are you doing?" It's a 

question of knowing. 

 

Yang Yu naturally does not bird her, one hand embraces waist, one hand presses Zhang meiruo's back of 

the head, forcibly kisses down. Zhang meiruo immediately desperately slapped, the water splashed, the 

people next to the man saw the kiss is quite romantic. If Zhang meiruo is killed, her lips are sealed. 

 

When Yang Yu sees this, he doesn't care. He just kisses himself and pries open her mouth until you open 

it. 

 

If Zhang Mei is going to cry, how can she do that? Yang Yu is too overbearing. 

 

No matter how hard you bite, you can't stand the torture of time. Zhang meiruo is tired, but Yang Yu is 

still kissing. Suddenly, Yang Yu doesn't kiss and leaves his mouth. 

 

"A kiss will kill you?" Yang Yu scolded. 

 

"I'm not your girlfriend, why kiss you?" Zhang meiruo had no strength to be angry. She didn't expect that 

Yang Yu suddenly became so overbearing. 

 

"I'm going to kiss you." Yang Yu domineering said, said buttock hand stretched back, hands holding 



Zhang meiruo's head, and a tone down. This time, Zhang meiruo did not clench her teeth, but let Yang 

Yu entangle her tongue. 

 

But Yang Yu quickly left his mouth. 

 

Playing hard to get, this move Yang Yu has been able to use as pure as fire. 

 

“ 
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Just as the volleyball hit two people in the water, they suddenly kiss each other. Yang Yu and Zhang 

meiruo had to separate their mouths. 

 

"Sorry to disturb your kissing." A very fashionable girl wearing a bare bikini was embarrassed to pick up 

the ball and apologized to Yang Yu. Yang Yu looked up at his sister, who also happened to look at him. 

They looked at each other with four eyes, and she laughed. 

 

"Nothing." Yang Yu returned with a smile. The girl picked up the ball, gave Yang Yu a smile, and went 

back to play with her friends. 

 

Yang Yu found that there were three or four sisters in her sister's side, pointing at herself, but Yang Yu 

could not hear what they said. 

 

When the girl arrived at her circle of friends, her friend asked, "dear, did you ask for the phone 

number?" 

 

"I have a good girlfriend, don't I?" The girl replied. 

 

"It's just because you have a girlfriend that you ask. If not, we can ask ourselves. You have the best 

figure here. No matter what, you must ask." It seems that the group of friends won't let this girl go. The 

girl turned to look at Yang Yu again. Yang Yu just looked at them and looked at each other with a smile. 

 

"When you see a beautiful woman, your soul is gone." Zhang meiruo white Yang Yu one eye: "otherwise 

you go to find them to play, I go back with Qingfang together." It seems that Zhang meiruo immediately 

forgot that she had just been forced to kiss by Yang Yu. 

 

"Are you jealous?" Yang Yu asked deliberately. 

 

"I'll settle with you sooner or later." Zhang meiruo is about to swim back. Yang Yu pulled back again and 

said, "I'll go to see you alone at night?" 
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"What are you looking for?" If Zhang meiruo is still wondering, how can she find herself alone when we 

are together? But when you think about it, it feels wrong. 

 

"I'm looking for you in the field." Yang Yu completely ignored the image and said it directly. 

 

"You I don't care about you. " As soon as Zhang meiruo heard this, she became angry and frowned. She 

didn't know how to return. She just wanted to leave here. Yang Yu pulled her back again. 

 

"Ouch, what are you doing?" Before Zhang meiruo finished her words, she found that her mouth was 

sealed again. Immediately struggle, but found that the body is a little soft, flapping hands involuntarily 

to embrace Yang Yu's neck, is a strong kiss. 

 

This kiss, full is to kiss ten minutes, kiss Zhang meiruo all numb, involuntarily ah. 

 

Yang Yu slowly left Zhang meiruo's mouth, looking at her lips are ruddy and smooth, and her eyes are 

clear and bright. After the kiss, Zhang meiruo is not so fussy, and does not yell. 

 

At least, Zhang meiruo is very satisfied with her first kiss. No, she is very satisfied with the ten minutes' 

kiss. In such a romantic sea, this has been her dream place for many times. 

 

"In the evening, we'll quietly find a place..." Yang Yu didn't say "fighting in the field" in the second half of 

his sentence. I believe Zhang meiruo should be able to understand the meaning. 

 

"No. I'm not your girlfriend. Why should I talk to you... " Zhang meiruo's last few words "Ai Ai" didn't 

mean well, but her tone had changed. 

 

"Who says it's not a girlfriend, I say it is." Yang Yu knows in his heart that many times women need a title 

in their heart. Just like Han Jing, she clearly agrees to do it. She has to pull out a "girlfriend" title to do it 

for you. 

 

So men are playing with the banner of love, playing with no money. That's right. 

 

"What, do you have Mr. Li?" If Zhang meiruo doesn't talk about dreaming this time, but takes out 

teacher Li, the woman's mind is the same as Han Jing's. 

 

"Don't let the water know." Yang Yu's best move is that he can't know between his girlfriends. 

Girlfriends and girlfriends can't get together at the same time. If they have to get together, they have to 

let one party act. 

 

Fortunately, Li Ruoshui won't appear with Han Jing at the same time, and Li Ruoshui will be with Han 

Qingfang at the same time, but Han Qingfang is easy to talk, not to mention going to high school after 

the summer vacation. 

 

"Boring, no way." Zhang meiruo pouts her lips. This time, she doesn't plan to swim. 



 

"How about that? As a girlfriend for two months, after the summer vacation, you go to high school. " 

Yang Yu used his trump card. This plan is the best one. Of course, unless the woman is mentally 

disabled, no one will agree. 

 

If Zhang Mei is not a brain disabled person, Yang Yu died miserably. 

 

"Aren't you playing with me? I'll get rid of it when I'm done, won't I? " Zhang meiruo is more angry. This 

time, she really doesn't bird Yang Yu and wanders away. Yang Yu did not come back for the third time, 

thinking: ah, how can you be so smart? It seems that the formal method is no longer available. 

Fortunately, there is plan B. 

 

As soon as Zhang meiruo left, another ball came over and hit Yang Yu's head impartially. This time, Yang 

Yu started a fire, but when she turned her head, it was the girl just now, and her anger was gone. 

 

"Why are you throwing it at my head on purpose?" Yang Yu joked. 

 

"No, No." The girl apologized in a hurry, but she thought: handsome boy, it was on purpose. My sister 

added, "where's your girlfriend?""It's not my girlfriend, it's my student." When Yang Yu said this, he 

immediately felt wrong. 

 

"You kiss a schoolgirl who is not your girlfriend?" That girl is still a little surprised. I didn't expect to be 

more open than she thought. 

 

Yang Yu really replied, "I don't know which girl is wrong." 

 

"That's how you teach girls. Ha ha. " The girl chuckled: "my name is Liu Zixin, and you? I played with my 

two sisters. " 

 

"My name is Yang Yu. I came with some of my students." Yang Yu also has to be polite. Is this going to be 

a peach blossom? But I can't show my fox tail so quickly. 

 

However, Yang Yu is confident about his figure. Those two big chest muscles and six abdominal muscles, 

plus their 180 height, and sunny and healthy appearance, can still attract many girls to hook up with 

them. Although this appearance is born, but the ability to pick up girls is not born, and the black and 

thick below is not born, but it can make women want to be immortal and die. 

 

"Are they all women?" Liu Zixin guessed that Yang Yu seemed to acquiesce, and added: "you are not 

shallow." 

 

"It's all my students. I just finished the high school entrance examination, so I'll take them out to have 

fun. They're not girlfriends. There's no good luck." Yang Yu returned modestly. When you start to panic, 

you really don't have a red face and a heart. Several of the women who came with you have been killed 

by you, and you still pretend to be pure? No, this is the corner of a man's mouth. 



 

"Ha ha, my sisters are all single. They can play together." Liu Zixin immediately wanted to hook up with 

Yang Yu. On the surface, Yang Yu seemed quite serious, and added: "do you have any contact 

information?" 

 

Yang Yu also pretended to be very embarrassed and reported his mobile phone number. I wanted to 

play with my sister, but I had to refuse to take care of the six goddesses there. 

 

A group of people playing together, riding waves, diving, playing with water, sunset, that feeling is really 

beautiful. During this period, a big wave comes. Shen Feifei's bra next to Yang Yu is washed down by the 

big wave. Suddenly, a pair of white milk appears in front of Yang Yu. Shen Feifei's face is red in a mess. 

Fortunately, even if Yang Yu helps her with it, Shen Feifei no longer dares to look at Yang Yu. 

 

On the contrary, Yang Yu made a mistake again, and even quietly said to Shen Feifei, "it's OK, the 

teacher will take a look." It's as if you take it for granted. 

 

"Oh." Shen Feifei unexpectedly said, which surprised Yang Yu. 

 

After playing in the water for about two hours, the beach is more beautiful when the sun sets. We sit on 

the beach in a row, eating snacks and looking at the sunset and the golden sea. This feeling is really cool 

and happy. Yang Yu's life is estimated to have few opportunities to experience six beauties to watch the 

sunset with him. 
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In the evening, he cooks with coal balls and pots, and fights with a group of beautiful women. Yang Yu 

feels very interesting. Although he makes do with it, and women don't eat much, Yang Yu still has a good 

taste. When it gets dark, there will be a bonfire party on the beach. We will play games and dance rabbit 

dance together. 

 

As a result, Yang Yu unfortunately won the prize and went up to sing a song affectionately. Singing is 

Yang Yu's specialty. In such an atmosphere, with romantic feelings and surrounded by beautiful women, 

Yang Yu's singing is heartbreaking, and the women in the middle of the war have put ambiguous eyes on 

Yang Yu one after another. 

 

Everyone around the campfire, chatting, some women are still wearing bikini, Li ruorong Hua Yuyan is 

just wearing a coat, pants are not wearing, anyway, everyone is like this, also feel indifferent, the day is 

not cold, except for a little wind. 

 

"Later in the evening, crabs will climb on the beach to enjoy the cool. Then we will grab them with a 

flashlight and eat them tomorrow. How about that?" Yang Yu suggested. 
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"Yes, I will." Zhang meiruo is the most lively and the first to respond. 

 

Yang Yu just wants to find a chance to be alone with her sisters, but it's still early. It's estimated that 

there's no chance. When some people go to bed, it's OK. However, he can't find a chance to give them 

the aphrodisiac. Just now, when he had dinner, he wanted to give them the aphrodisiac, but it's too 

early. He's afraid that the drug will attack in advance, and all six beauties will attack. Yang Yu is afraid 

that he can't cope with it. 

 

At the end of the bonfire party, the microwave on the sea is sparkling, reflecting the moonlight. It's 

really cool to step on the beach barefoot. You don't go into the water at night, because it's dangerous. 

Yang Yu strolled around the beach with everyone, and then went back to his tent. 

 

The feeling of the beach is really cool. Just sitting at the door of the tent and looking at the sea, 

everything is beautiful. 

 

But Yang Yu doesn't think so. How can it be said that he doesn't want to play with a woman on such a 

beautiful night? 

 

"Tell you a ghost story." Yang Yu said. 

 

They are sitting outside the tent with their legs facing the sea of flowers. 

 

"I used to sleep in tents and tell ghost stories. It's scary." Li Yunxi has the least courage and has 

experienced many terrible things, so he always relies on Yang Yu in his heart. 

 

"There are so many people. Don't be afraid, Yunxi. Besides, you can sleep with your cousin." Zhang 

meiruo joked. 

 

Li Yunxi's face turned red after hearing this, as if everyone knew that she wanted to sleep with her 

cousin. She was really embarrassed. It took a long time to say a few words: "what?" 

 

"You like my cousin sleeping with me so much. Do you want to sleep with me? You six beauties, why 

don't you take someone to accompany me at night? I don't know how hard I work all the way, and I'll be 

rewarded. " Yang Yu found that this was a good opportunity to lead the topic to an evil place. 

 

"Cut! Let sister Yuyan and sister Rong accompany you. We'd better not Zhang meiruo sticks out her 

tongue and throws the handle to her two elder sisters. 

 

"It's about us." Li said with a smile: "I'm afraid that your teacher Yang has the heart and courage to be a 

thief. He comes to sleep with us. We have no problem." 

 

Ha ha, Zhang meiruo laughed. They all looked at Yang Yu and waited to see if Yang Yu was as greedy as Li 

ruorong said. 

 



Yang Yu didn't expect to be put together. Now Yang Yu is not very afraid of Li ruorrong. Before, he was 

really afraid of being played and making a stiff relationship. But now he doesn't think so. He lives in the 

world and enjoys himself in time. Maybe he will be put in the coffin one day. 

 

"Don't be arrogant, elder sister Rong. I've talked it out tonight. You've seduced me several times. It's not 

that I dare not touch you, but that you are Ruoshui's elder sister. I respect you. If you do this again, I'll 

have sex with you at night." The domineering words of Yang Yu just put down the limelight of Li ruorong. 

 

"Sister Rong, you have to be careful. Mr. Yang is a big sex wolf. We should be careful when we sleep at 

night. We can't get into someone's tent." If Zhang meiruo looks at Yang Yu and is forced to kiss him 

during the day, she is still depressed and has to keep Yang Yu whole. 

 

"The first tent I want to go to is yours. You'd better not sleep at night, or I'll make sure you get up in the 

morning and have a stomachache." Yang Yu said the hidden meaning of stomachache is that Laozi broke 

your place and opened your bud to see if you hurt. 

 

"You dare!" Zhang meiruo was biting her teeth. Here she talks the most and has the hottest personality. 

Shen Feifei is a lovely lady. Li Yunxi is timid and cute. Han Qingfang doesn't talk much, but she is a good 

person. After all, Li ruorrong and Hua Yuyan are a little older, and they certainly can't talk with a few 

female students, so they often just talk in private. 

 

We also flirted and chatted like this, the atmosphere was good, and the time passed like this. After all, 

after a long journey, a day's car ride, swimming, tents and other physical work, everyone is very tired. 

 

"Everyone is very tired today. Go to bed early. Remember to get up and watch the sunrise tomorrow 

morning. It's very beautiful. Don't miss it. You can go to the island when you have time. You can swim 

and sunbathe yourself when the sun is strong in the afternoon, and you can move freely." Yang Yu 

introduces the general situation of tomorrow. 

 

"Cousin, don't you sleep?" Li Yunxi is still concerned about this problem. He sleeps in a tent in a strange 

place. Although spring outing is also like this, he still doesn't adapt and has no sense of security."I'll 

catch fish, crabs and maybe shells." Yang Yu's words are true. He doesn't lie. Although there are many 

beauties wandering on the beach, maybe he can run a girl by the way. 

 

The public didn't seem to want to go with Yang Yu. 

 

Yang Yu also took the flashlight, carried the bucket to the seaside. 

 

The sea at night is really beautiful, and there are many legends about the sea. It is said that there are 

endless unknown things in the sea, and there are many drowned people in the sea. These "dirty things" 

are like crabs and shells, and they will "climb" onto the beach at night. 

 

Yang Yu thought that Zhang meiruo, sister Rong or Han Qingfang would come with him, but he didn't, so 

he just focused on catching crabs by himself. On the beach, I met many beauties, and occasionally some 



of them would smile at Yang Yu. Yang Yu wanted to chat up, but he didn't speak. 

 

At this time, suddenly a hand patted Yang Yu. Yang Yu was startled and the crab ran away. 

 

"You scared me to death. Why haven't you slept yet?" Yang Yu looks back and sees Liu Zixin. 

 

"They're all asleep. I'm a night owl, so I just went out to visit the beach at night and met you. Are you 

catching fish? " Liu Zixin really couldn't sleep. The two sisters went to see a man. Where did they fall 

asleep? After sleeping for a while, Liu Zixin couldn't sleep. So she had no choice but to go out for a stroll. 

She also hoped to meet a handsome man. In the end, she really met Yang Yu. 

 

Liu Zixin looked into Yang Yu's bucket and found that there were no fish, only shells and crabs. 

 

They played together and walked towards one side of the coastline. Unconsciously, they were far away 

and reached the edge. 

 

"It's so far away. Go back." Yang Yu said with a smile. 

 

"I just came out to play. I can't sleep when I go back. I'd better go there and sit down." Liu Zixin 

obviously doesn't really want to go back. Yang Yu also has other ideas. After all, Liu Zixin has just met 

him. Is it a one night stand? It's too dangerous. It's better to go back to the tent and sleep with sister 

Rong. 

 

However, Liu Zixin put forward this, Yang Yu is also embarrassed to refuse. Then he went to the beach. 

There were rocks in it. These rocks were very smooth under the impact of the sea day and night, so he 

found a place to sit down together. 

 

They didn't look for too many topics, so they asked for some personal information, and the atmosphere 

was very awkward. Yang Yu had to look for some sensitive topics to ask: 

 

"don't you have a boyfriend?" 

 

"No Liu Zixin replied that she did not seem willing to say too much about this. There are bloody stories 

behind everyone. Liu Zixin looks back at Yang Yu, who just looks good. 

 

"How long have you not had sex?" Yang Yu asked suddenly with a smile and asked casually. 

 

"You can ask that, too. It's not elegant." Liu Zixin will not answer naturally. 

 

"I'm just a village teacher. What should I do so elegantly. Ha ha. " With a smile, Yang Yu pulls Liu Zixin 

over and caresses her face. Liu Zixin's face immediately turned red: "what do you want to do, tease 

me?" 

 

Yang Yu looked around and found that it was too far away. No one had come so far. There were only 



stars and the light was dim. 

 

"Why don't you do it here?" The more Yang Yu said, the more ridiculous. 

 

"What nonsense." Liu Zixin didn't expect that Yang Yu's speech was so ugly. She had a good feeling and 

found that she was just a hooligan. 

 

"Don't you come so far to have sex with me?" Yang Yu said with a smile. The reason why Yang Yu said 

that he had no quality is not to scare Liu Zixin away, or to show off his quick talk. That's all. Men like to 

say such naked words, and so does Yang Yu. 

 

"You are insane!" With that, Liu Zixin got up and left. He thought Yang Yu was quite a gentleman. 

Unexpectedly, the dirty side was exposed all at once. Men are really terrible. Ben also wanted a 

handsome guy to come here, but he didn't expect that the handsome guy had this face. All of a sudden, I 

was disappointed. 

 

Yang Yu looks at Liu Zixin's buttocks and twists. Although he is wearing underwear, the underwear can't 

hold much meat. The jacket is just a light shirt and the bra is not taken. 

 

All of a sudden, Yang Yu started and ran quickly. When Liu Zixin found that Yang Yu was catching up, 

Yang Yu had already carried Liu Zixin back. 

 

"Put me down! Pervert Liu Zixin was carried on the shoulder by Yang Yu. She beat Yang Yu's back 

desperately and twisted him hard. But Yang Yu was indifferent. The woman's strength was too small. 

 

Wait until the big stone, Yang Yu will Liu Zixin very light to put down, said: "there is no one here, you 

shout also useless, if you run, I will be able to catch you back." 

 

"What do you want?" Liu Zixin was suddenly afraid. Looking at Yang Yu's face, she was more abnormal. 

There was no difference. Did she really meet a abnormal person? Liu Zixin was too late to repent. Yang 

Yu almost couldn't help it. He deliberately wanted to pretend to be a bad person, but he didn't expect to 

scare her. 

 

"You won't kill me, will you?" Liu Zixin is really afraid. She also heard that there are many such animals in 

many societies. 

 

"Of course not." Yang Yu pretended to return coldly: "I just want to rob a color.""At first I wanted to 

seduce you, but I dare not. Let me go." Liu Zixin was frightened by Yang Yu, where to still have that idea. 

 

"Well, I'll let you go. You go." Yang Yu said boldly. However, Liu Zixin did not dare to leave again, 

because she thought of Yang Yugang and said how to escape and how to get back. If she didn't escape 

and didn't get back, she would be beaten. Is Yang Yu's words true or false? 

 

"I really dare not, you let me go." Liu Zixin really cried, curled up on the stone, did not dare to look at 



Yang Yu. 

 

Yang Yu's words of some threats are not dare to say. For example, if you don't obey me, I will kill you. 

This is a threat, and this is a violation of the law. So Yang Yu said some ambiguous words, let Liu Zixin to 

guess. 

 

"I said, I only rob you, you'd better be good, otherwise Do you see the sea Yang Yu deliberately put the 

tone of "this sea" very gloomy, as if the implication is that if you don't listen, I will throw you into the 

sea. 

 

"A lot of people died in the sea. They couldn't even find their bones." Yang Yu's words are the meaning 

of these words, and have no other meaning at all, but Liu Zixin naturally understood them as other 

meanings after listening to them. 

 

"No, I'm good. I'll listen to you. Don't kill me." Liu Zixin sobbed and began to take off her clothes. 

 

Yang Yu was really puzzled. He didn't do anything. He just carried her over. Then he put on a face and 

said something wrong. How could Liu Zixin drill her own horn? 

 

Yang Yu looked at Liu Zixin take off the shirt, no bra, it is to see Leng. 

 

Then he took off his underwear in front of Liu Zixin,. 

 


